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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECQND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
.MARK EUGENE JOHNSON, 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV .. 2009-1066 
MOTION TO AUGMENT 
THE RECORD 
COMES NOW, Petitioner, by and through his attorney of record, and 
respectfully requests the Court augment the record in this particular case. Counsel 
just noticed that the Affidavit of Mark Eugene Johnson (record of the 
Administrative License Suspension, pages 38-41) is missing page two of the 
affidavit. A copy of that page is hereby attached and incorporated hereto by 
reference. 
Counsel submits a manifest of justice would result if the Court did not have 
an accurate copy of the affidavit of the testimony of Mark Eugene Johnson for 
MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD - ] 0202 
06/04/2010 17: 08 20888 SIEBE LAW OFFI PAGE 83/04 
consideration as regards to the Idaho Tran.sportation Department. Further, counsel 
submits that the affidavit is consistent with the testimony presented by Mark 
Eugene Johnson. at the Commercial Driver's License Disqualification Hearing 
which occurred on December 1, 2009, which arose from the same facts and 
circumstances of this matter. 
DATED this !I-'day of June, 2010. 
I hereby certify that on. the £ day of June, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the following method, addressed to the 
following: 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
322 Main Street 
Lewiston, 1D 83501 
MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD - 2 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand De . ed 
[ ] Ov 19ht Mail 
[ . "'acsimile to: (208) 798-8387 
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3. That when I was arrested I was stopped, confronted and given 
field tests by Deputy J. Rodriquez of the Nez Perce County Sheriffs 
Department. Subsequent to beIng placed under arrest, J. lee, also 
of the Nez Perce County Sheriffs Department, transported me to the 
Jail while Deputy Rodriquez took care of disposing of my dog by 
transporting it to my residence. 1 was transported in the back of a 
patrol car from the place of arrest to the jail, which said transport took 
approximately ten (10) minutes. During that time, Officer Lee was 
driving the vehicle at night, communicating on a radio, paying 
attention to the traffic. He was facing away from me. He did not 
place me directly behind the review mirror so that he could observe 
my face and I was seated in a corner of the back seat of the patrol 
car. 
4. That once we arrived at the jail, I was removed from the vehicle 
and taken into a room, where I was later administered the breath 
alcohol concentration test. During the course of time that I was in the 
room 1 Officer Lee left my presence on at least two occasions to go 
approximately twenty (20) feet to a counter to converse with other 
individuals in the jail area, I believe about my case. Several times, 
his back was to me while he conversed with those individuals. He 
. AfFIDAVIT OF MARK EUGENE JOHNSON -2 0204 
06/04/2010 17: 08 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
MARK EUGENE JOHNSON, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
. TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT,) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
------------------------) 
Case No. CV-2009-01066 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION 
TO AUGMENT THE RECORD 
Petitioner has filed a Motion to Augment the Record in this case to include 
page 2 of the Affidavit of Mark Eugene Johnson, which was inadvertently omitted 
from the record. There being no objection from the respondent, and good cause 
appearmg, 
IT IS ORDERED that the petitioner's Motion to Augment the Record to 
include page 2 of the Affidavit of Mark Eugene Johnson is GRANTED. 
Dated this 8th day of June 2010 . 
. - '-'~ 
Jfi!:rstegner 
District Judge 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD - 1 0206 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ay of June, 2010, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT 
THE RECORD by facsimile transmission to the following: 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
James E. Siebe 
SIEBE LAW OFFICES 
202 E. Second Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Facsimile (208) 798-8387 
Facsimile (208) 882-8769 
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD - 2 0207 
LAWRENCEG. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
322 Main Street 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
Facsimile: (208) 798-8387 
ISB No. 2297 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
MARK EUGENE JOHNSON ) Case No. CV 2009-1066 
) ITD ALS File No. 648000032524 
Petitioner, ) ITD CDL DQ File No. 648A01629188 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
BRIEF OF THE IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
) 
Introduction 
This is the responsive brief of the Idaho Transportation Depmiment. Mark Eugene 
. Johnson has asked the District Court to review two separate decisions of the Department's 
Hearing Officers. Hearing Officer, Eric G. Moody suspended Mr. Johnson's driving privileges 
pursuant to I.C. § 18-8002A7. Hearing Officer, Michael B. Howell withdrew Mr. Johnson's 
Commercial Driving Privileges pursuant to I.C. § 49-335. 
BRIEF OF THE IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 1 0208 
This brief distinguishes between the two administrative procedures. 1 
Earlier the Department objected to consolidating the two Petitions for Judicial Review 
into one proceeding. Without waiving that objection, the Department now responds to Mr. 
Johnson's arguments. 
I. 
THE I.e. § IS-S002A SUSPENSION 
A. 
FACTUAL BACKGROUND 
On October 10, 2009 at approximately 2144 hours Nez Perce County Deputy Sherriff 
Rodriguez was patrolling south in the 400 block of Lapwai Road and observed a white Chevrolet 
Silverado with Idaho license plate N9600T cross over the center-line. Deputy Rodriguez 
continued folloWing the vehicle and observed the vehicle drive off of Lapwai Road in the 700 
block into the gravel shoulder. Deputy Rodriguez continued following the vehicle and observed 
the vehicle to cross over the center-line three more times and cross over the fog line twice. 
Deputy Rodriguez activated his over head lights and stopped the vehicle in the Wells Fargo Bank 
parking lot at 10th Street and Warner Avenue in Lewiston. 
Deputy Rodriguez made contact with the driver who identified himself as Mark E. 
Johnson from his Idaho driver's license. Deputy Rodriguez explained to Mr. Johnson why he 
was pulled over and asked for his insurance and registration. Mr. Johnson paused and looked at 
Deputy Rodriguez who again Mr. Johnson for the vehicle information. Mr. Johnson handed 
Deputy Rodriguez an expired insurance card. Deputy Rodriguez then asked Mr. Johnson for a 
current insurance card, which he located and handed that to Deputy Rodriguez. 
1 The Administrative Record of the I.C. § lS-S002A Administrative License Suspension is referred to as ALS R. and 
the Record of proceedings pursuant to I.e. § 49-335 are referred to as CDL DQ R. 
BRIEF OF THE IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 2 0209 
Deputy Rodriguez noticed that Mr. Johnson's eyes were watery and Deputy Rodriguez 
could smell the odor of an alcoholic beverage coming from inside of the vehicle. Deputy 
Rodriguez asked Mr. Johnson how much he had to drink and Mr. Johnson stated "I had a couple 
of beers". 
After checking Mr. Johnson's driver status through dispatch Deputy Rodriguez returned 
to the vehicle and asked Mr. Johnson to step out of the vehicle and talk to him. Mr. Johnson 
opened the door and used the vehicle for balance. Deputy Rodriguez could now smell the odor 
of an alcoholic beverage coming from Mr. Johnson's person and breath as he was speaking. 
Deputy Rodriguez asked Mr. Johnson if he would perform some evaluations and Mr. Johnson 
responded "Yeah, I messed up I had too much to drink." 
Deputy Rodriguez asked Mr. Johnson to perform the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus, the 
Walk and Turn and a closed eye counting test. Mr. Johnson failed the three evaluations, Deputy 
Rodriguez then advised Mr. Johnson that he was being placed under arrest for driving under the 
influence (ALS R. p. 09). Mr. Johnson's dog was in his pickup and Mr. Johnson asked ifthe dog 
could be taken to his home. Sergeant J. Lee transported Mr. Johnson to the jail while Deputy 
Rodriguez transported Mr. Johnson's dog to his home. 
Deputy Rodriguez responded to the jail and noted that the time of observation when he. 
took over for Sergeant Lee was 2241. Sergeant Lee stated that he had checked Mr. Johnson's 
mouth and noted the time of observation to begin at 2218 hours (ALS R. p. 09). 
Deputy Rodriguez played the Notice of Suspension CD for Mr. Johnson and asked him if 
he understood what he heard. Mr. Johnson stated that he did not have any questions. Deputy 
Rodriguez prepared the Intoxilyzer and took two breath samples from Mr. Johnson at 2252 hours 
which resulted in breath samples of .167 and .168 (ALS R. p. 09). 
BRIEF OF THE IDAHO 
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Mr. Johnson timely requested a hearing with the Idaho Department of Transportation's 
administrative hearing officer (ALS R. pp. 19-22). 
A hearing was held telephonically on November 2, 2009 (ALS R. p. 35). The Hearing 
Officer entered Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order sustaining the suspension of Mr. 
Johnson's driving privileges on December 8, 2009 (ALS R. pp. 25-34). 
B. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Idaho Code § 18-8002A(7) sets out the burden of the driver to demonstrate to the Hearing 
Officer that driving privileges should be reinstated because: 
(a) The peace officer did not have legal cause to stop the person; or 
(b) The officer did not have legal cause to believe the person had been driving or was in 
actual physical control of a vehicle while under the influence of alcohol, drugs or 
other intoxicating substances in violation of the provisions of section 18-8004, 18-
8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code; or; 
(c) The test results did not show an alcohol concentration or the presence of drugs or 
other intoxicating substances in violation of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, 
Idaho Code; or 
(d) The tests for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances 
administered at the direction of the peace officer were not conducted in accordance 
with the requirements of section 18-8004(4), Idaho Code, or the testing equipment 
was not functioning properly when the test was administered; or 
(e) The person was not informed of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary testing 
as required in subsection (2) of this section. 
The review of disputed issues of fact must be confined to the agency record for judicial 
review. Idaho Code § 67-5277. 
Idaho Code § 67-5279(1) sets out the scope of review. "The Court shall not substitute its 
judgment for that of the ,agency as to the weight of the evidence on questions of fact." Howard 
v. Canyon County Board o/Commissioners, 1281daho 479,915 P.2d 709 (1996). 
Idaho Code § 67-5279(3) provides: 
BRIEF OF THE IDAHO 
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When the agency was required by the provisions of this chapter or by other provision of 
law to issue an order, the court shall affirm the agency action unless the court finds that 
the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
( c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
(d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or 
(e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
The appropriate remedy pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act is: " ... if 
the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part and remanded for 
further proceedings as necessary." Idaho Code § 67-5279(3). 
The decision of the Transportation Department must be affirmed unless the order violates 
statutory or constitutional provisions, exceeds the agency's authority, is made upon unlawful 
procedure, is not supported by substantial evidence or is arbitrary, capricious or an abuse of 
discretion. Marshall v. Idaho Transportation Department, 137 Idaho 337, 48 P.3d 666 (2002). 
The party challenging the agency decision must demonstrate that the agency erred in a manner 
specified in Idaho Code § 67-5279(3) and that a substantial right of that party has been 
prejudiced. Druffel v. State, Dept. of Trans. , 136 Idaho 853, 41 P.3d 739 (2002). 
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c. 
ISSUES 
The Department has organized the issues for the Court's review based on the issues and 
arguments identified by Mr. Johnson. The issues identified here are only the issues which appear 
to be raised raised in connection with the I.C. § 18-8002A Administrative License Suspension. 
1. Was the Officer'S 15 Minute Observation sufficient? 
2. Was Mr. Johnson sufficiently advised o/his rights pursuant to IC § 18-8002A? 
3. Does the IC § 18-8002A Administrative License Suspension expose Mr. Johnson to 
double jeopardy? 
4. ]s I C § 18-8002A unconstitutionally vague? 
5. Does the IC § 18-8002A7(d) Administrative License Suspension violate Due Process 
and Equal Protection? 
D. 
ARGUMENT 
1. 
Was the Officers 15 Minute Observation sufficient? 
Idaho Code § 18-8002A7(d) requires Mr. Johnson to show that the tests for alcohol 
concentration were not considered pursuant to I.C. § 18-8004(4).2 
.2 I.e. § 18-8004(4) provides: 
For purposes of this chapter, an evidentiary test for alcohol concentration shall be based upon a formula of grams of 
alcohol per one hundred (100) cubic centimeters of blood, per two hundred ten (210) liters of breath or sixty-seven 
(67) milliliters of urine. Analysis of blood, urine or breath for the purpose of determining the alcohol concentration 
shall be performed by a laboratory operated by the Idaho state police or by a laboratory approved by the Idaho state 
police under the provisions of approval and certification standards to be set by that department, or by any other 
method approved by the Idaho state police. Notwithstanding any other provision of law or rule of court, the results 
of any test for alcohol concentration and records relating to calibration, approval, certification or quality control 
performed by a laboratory operated or approved by the Idaho state police or by any other method approved by the 
Idaho state police shall be admissible in any proceeding in this state without the necessity of producing a witness to 
establish the reliability ofthe testing procedure for examination. 
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The Idaho State Police has adopted manuals and Standard Operating Procedures 
addressing the circumstances of the administration of evidentiary tests for breath alcohol, one of 
which is, commonly known as the 15 minute observation period.3 
Mr. Johnson asserts that the circumstances of the observation of him pnor to the 
administration of the evidentiary test for breath alcohol did not include a sufficient IS' minute 
observation. The purpose of the monitoring period is to rule out the possibility that alcohol or 
other substances have not been introduced into Mr. Johnson's mouth from the outside or by 
belching or regurgitation (See FN 3). 
The observation here was sufficient because Mr. Johnson makes no allegation that he was 
smoking, consuming alcohol, belching, vomiting, using tobacco or having any other substance in 
his mouth, or that there was any substance present or circumstances of testing which would have 
affected the validity of the test. 
In Bennett v. State, 147 Idaho 141, 206 P.2d 505 (2009, the Court of Appeals found that 
when Ms. Bennett testified that she had been coughing and that the officers left the room during 
the "15 minute observation period", the evidentiary test's manual procedures had not been met, 
Bennett at p. 509. 
The circumstances of the 15 minute observation are sufficient here because none of the 
triggering behavior requiring any more observation were present. All that is necessary is that the 
3.1 Prior to evidential breath alcohol testing, the subject must be monitored for fifteen (15) minutes. Any material 
which absorbs/adsorbs or traps alcohol should be removed from the mouth prior to the State of the IS minute 
waiting period. During the monitoring period the subject should not be allowed to smoke, drink, eat, or belch/burp. 
3.1.5.1 The operator must be aware of the possible presence of mouth alcohol as indicated by the testing 
instrument. If mouth alcohol is suspected or indicated, the operator should begin another IS-minute 
waiting period before repeating the testing sequence. 
3.1.5.2 If, during the IS-minute waiting period, the subject vomits or is otherwise suspected of 
regurgitating material from the stomach, the IS-minute waiting period must begin again. 
Idaho State Police, Standard Operating Procedure Breath Alcohol Testing, Section 3.1 p. 6. 
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officer is in a position to use his senses, not just sight, Bennett at 508, to determine that Mr. 
Johnson did not belch, burp or vomit during the observation period. If the observation 
eliminated the risk of those conditions and Mr. Johnson does not make any claim that any of the 
triggering behavior occurred, then the circumstances of the test complies with the Standard 
Operating Procedures. Here there is no allegation that Mr. Johnson, belched, burped, vomited, or 
did any of the other things implicated by the manual provisions. Mr. Johnson has the burden of 
showing that the failure of the circumstances of the observation implicates the provisions of the 
manual and he did not do so. 
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The Hearing Officer in great detail analyzed Mr. Johnson's arguments and made Findings 
consistent with the Record. The Hearing Officers Findings are neither arbitrary or capricious 
and are supported by the Record.4 
Mr. Johnson just asks the Court to second guess the Hearing Officer, I.C. § 67-5279(1). 
The Hearing Officer's conclusions should be sustained. 
4 
4. 
Was The Evidentiary Test Performed In Compliance With All Requirements Set Forth In Idaho Code And 
ISP Forensic Services SOPs? 
l. Officer Rodriguez's affidavit states the evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho Code and 
ISP Forensic Services SOPs. 
2. ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.1 requires a fifteen-minute monitoring period prior to an evidentiary 
breath test. 
3. State v. Remsburg (126 Idaho 340) state there is no need for an observer to continuously stare face to face 
at the driver during the full fifteen minute monitoring period as long as the observer believes the level of 
surveillance of the driver accomplishes the requirement set forth in ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.l. 
4. When Officer Lee conversed with other people in the room, Johnson failed to set forth any evidence 
Officer Lee was unable to monitor Johnson in compliance with ISP Forensic Services SOPs. 
5. Additionally, testimony and arguments failed to show when Officers Lee and Rodriguez conversed, 
Johnson was not properly monitored as a required by ISPForensic Services SOP Section 3.1. 
6. The record is devoid of any statement from Officers Lee or Rodriguez in articulating any situation where 
Johnson could not have been monitored by these officers in compliance with ISP Forensic Services SOP 
Section 3.1 or what is noted in the Intoxilyzer 5000 Manual. 
7. During the fifteen-minute monitoring period, case law and ISP Forensic Services SOPs do not prevent a 
driver from being monitored at different times by separate observers. 
8. Therefore, a full fifteen-minute monitoring period can be assumed to have occurred when Officers Lee and 
Rodriguez's monitoring periods of Johnson where combined together. 
9. There is no proof submitted that Officer Lee's initial monitoring period of Johnson was during time Officer 
Lee was transporting Johnson in the patrol vehicle. 
10. The record further supports that Officer Lee was present during Johnson's entire monitoring period. 
11. It is further noted that Exhibit 2 shows Johnson's two subj ect tests differed by 0.001 and were within ISP 
Forensic Services SOP Sections 3.2 and 3.2.3 requirements. 
12. Since Exhibit 2's BrAC results strongly refute the possibility of an improper fifteen-minute monitoring 
period, I find that Johnson's argument fails. 
13. Johnson's evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho Code and ISP Forensic Services SOPs. 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order, pp. 4-5, ALS R. pp. 28-29. 
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2. 
Was Mr. Johnson sufficiently advised of his rights pursuant to IC § J8-8002A? 
I.e. § 18-8002A(7)(e) provides that Mr. Johnson has the burden of showing that he was 
not informed of the consequences of submitting to evidentiary testing as required. 5 
5 I.C. § 18-8002(2)(a)-(e) provides: 
(2) Information to be given. At the time of evidentiary testing for concentration of alcohol, or for the 
presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances is requested, the person shall be informed that if the person 
refuses to submit to or fails to complete evidentiary testing, or if the person submits to and completes evidentiary 
testing and the test results indicate an alcohol concentration or the presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances 
in violation of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code, the person shall be informed substantially as 
follows (but need not be informed verbatim): 
If you refuse to submit to or if you fail to complete and pass evidentiary testing for alcohol or other 
intoxicating substances: 
(a) The peace officer will seize your driver's license and issue a notice of suspension and a temporary driving permit 
to you, but no peace officer will issue you a temporary driving permit if your driver's license or permit has already 
been and is suspended or revoked. No peace officer shall issue a temporary driving permit to a driver of a 
commercial vehicle who refuses to submit to or fails to complete and pass an evidentiary test; 
(b) You have the right to request a hearing within seven (7) days of the notice of suspension of your driver's license 
to show cause why you refused to submit to or to complete and pass evidentiary testing and why your driver's 
license should not be suspended; . 
( c) If you refused or failed to complete evidentiary testing and do not request a hearing before the court or do not 
prevail at the hearing, your driver's license will be suspended. The suspension will be for one (1) year if this is your 
first refusal. The suspension will be for two (2) years if this is your second refusal within ten (10) years. You will 
not be able to obtain a temporary restricted license during that period; 
(d) If you complete evidentiary testing and fail the testing and do not request a hearing before the department or do 
not prevail at the hearing, your driver's license will be suspended. This suspension will be for ninety (90) days if this 
is your first failure of evidentiary testing, but you may request restricted noncommercial vehicle driving privileges 
after the first thirty (30) days. The suspension will be for one (1) year if this is your second failure of evidentiary 
testing within five (5) years. You will not be able to obtain a temporary restricted license during that period; 
( e) If you become enrolled in and are a participant in good standing in a drug court approved by the supreme court 
drug court and mental health court coordinating committee under the provisions of chapter 56, tide 19, Idaho Code, 
you shall be eligible for restricted noncommercial driving privileges for the purpose of getting to and from work, 
school or an alcohol treatment program, which may be granted by the presiding judge of the drug court, provided 
that you have served a period of absolute suspension of driving privileges of at least forty-five (45) days, that an 
ignition interlock device is installed on each of the motor vehicles owned or operated, or both, by you and that you 
have shown proof of financial responsibility. 
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The Hearing Officer only had before him the Affidavit of Mr. Johnson as Mr. Johnson's 
testimony. Based on that Affidavit the Hearing Officer makes specific Findings regarding Mr. 
Johnson's credibility and why he did not accept the testimony of Mr. Johnson. 6 
The Affidavit of Deputy Rodriguez is sufficient to support the Hearing Officer's 
determination that the circumstances of I. C. § 18-8002A(7) had been met. 
Mr. Johnson does not describe in what way the Hearing Officer failed to consider the 
arguments made in the I.C. § 18-8002A hearing, only that now this Court should consider his 
argument. Mr. Johnson provides no authority for his argument or analysis. 
Clearly the Hearing Officer relied upon the Record before him, indicated what he relied 
upon and why based on his decision on that analysis .. The analysis is supported by the Record 
and is not arbitrary and capricious. The Court should not simply substitute its judgment for that 
of the Hearing Officer, Howardv. Canyon County Board o/Commissioners, 128 Idaho 479,915 
P.2d 709 (1996). 
6 
6. 
Was Johnson Advised Of The Possible Suspension Of His Idaho Driving Privilege? 
1. Johnson was plated the Idaho Code §§ IS-S002 and lS-S002A advisory recording prior to submitting to the 
evidentiary test. 
2. Statute does not require a driver to have a copy of the notice of suspension when an audio version of the 
notice of suspension is being played to the driver. . 
3. At the time of Johnson's evidentiary breath test, Johnson state he understood the notice of suspension audio 
recording. 
4. Johnson's current testimony in Exhibit B provides he did not understand the recording and the record was 
"drowned out somewhat" by Officers Lee and Rodriguez's conversation. 
5. Johnson's testimony shown in Exhibit B is a recollection of an event that occurred over several weeks ago 
when Johnson's BrAC level was two times over the legal limit to drive a vehicle. 
6. Exhibits 3 and 4 was sworn to and notarized when Johnson failed an offered evidentiary breath test. 
7. As provided in State vs. Mahurin (140 Idaho 656) Johnson's testimony in Exhibit B is unsupportive and not 
credible in meeting Johnson's burden of proof. 
S. Johnson was advised of the consequences of refusing or failing evidentiary testing pursuant to Idaho Code 
§§ lS-S002 and lS-S002A. 
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3. 
Does the I C. § J8-8002A Administrative License Suspension expose Mr. Johnson to 
double jeopardy? 
Mr. Johnson argues that double jeopardy attaches to one or another of the Administrative 
License Suspension processes of the Idaho Transportation Department. Separating out the two 
administrative proceedings is necessary. For the sake of argument if Mr. Johnson is arguing that 
the I.C. § I8-8002A suspension places him in double jeopardy, then the I.C. § 49-335 suspension 
must stand since it was entered fir~t. 
Mr. Johnson has not suffered the predicate alcohol related criminal conviction. The 
Court can take judicial notice of the fact that Mr. Johnson pled guilty to a reckless driving 
charge, a non alcohol related offense. .Mr. Johnson seems to argue that the I.e. § I8-8002A 
suspension in and of itself violates double jeopardy. However, what is the predicate 
administrative action for the Court to analyze whether the subsequent criminal prosecution 
smacks of double jeopardy. Here, Mr. Johnson cannot suggest that he has suffered a 
consequence for the failure of an evidentiary test for breath alcohol based on the reckless driving 
conviction prior to the I.C. § I8-8002A suspension. 
The Idaho Court has resolved in the general sense whether the I.C. § I8-8002A 
suspension violated double jeopardy, State v. Talavera, 127 Idaho 700, 90? P2d 633 (1995). 
The Idaho Court in Talavera did not engage in the "faulty" analysis the US Supreme Court 
highlighted in Hudson v. United States, 522 US 93,1185 S.Ct. 488 (1997). 
The Idaho Court of Appeals recently analyzed the effect of an Administrative Suspension 
of a professional license by the Idaho State Counselor Licensing Board based on the acts which 
. formed basis for a subsequent criminal prosecution, McKeeth 136 Idaho 619, 38 P.3d 1275 Ct. 
App. (2001). 
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The Court in McKeeth (at 622) applies the Hudson analysis. Clearly the consequence of 
the Administrative Suspension of Mr. McKeeth's Counselor's license there and Mr. Johnson's 
Driving Privileges here is civil and not criminal. There McKeeth argued that the subsequent 
criminal proceeding following the Administrative Suspension of his professional License places 
him in double jeopardy. Here, there is no subsequent criminal proceeding pending after Mr. 
Johnson's license suspension pursuant to I.e. § 18-8002A. Further, there has been no proof in 
this case sufficient to override the legislative intent and formulation of what has been 
denominated as a civil remedy was transformed into a criminal penalty, McKeeth (at 632). 
Employing the multi faceted analysis of Hudson, the McKeeth Court concludes that there is no 
Double Jeopardy, as should be the result here. 7 
The McKeeth analysis is appropriate here since the purpose ofthe Administrative License 
Suspension is to provide "maximum safety for all persons using the Highways of the State by 
quickly revoking the driving privileges of those persons who drive with a breath alcohol content 
which exceeds the legal limit provided for in I.C. § 18-8004, In re Bowman, 135 Idaho 843 at 
846, 25 P.3d 866, (Ct. App. 2001). 
Application of the Hudson analysis requires the Court to look at whether the Legislature 
expressly or impliedly indicated a preference for a civil label or a criminal label. It is clear that 
7 
The Idaho Constitution's Double Jeopardy Clause declares that "no person shall be twice put in 
jeopardy for the same offense." IDAHO CaNST. art. I, § 13. The Idaho Supreme Court and this 
Court have held on a number of occasions that Idaho's constitutional double jeopardy provision is 
co-extensive with the federal constitution's double jeopardy clause. See Berglund, 129 Idaho at 
757, 932 P.2d at 880; State v. Reichenberg, 128 Idaho 452, 457-58, 915 P.2d 14, 19-20 (1996); 
State v. Sharp, 104 Idaho 691,693,662 P.2d J135, 1J37 (1983); Statev. Randles, 1J5 Idaho 611, 
615, 768 P.2d 1344, 1348 (Ct. App. 1989). Because we have held that the fine imposed by the 
ISCLB did not violate the federal Double Jeopardy Clause, we further hold that it does not violate 
the Idaho Double Jeopardy Clause. Consequently, the district court did not err in denying 
McKeeth's motion to dismiss, which was based on the double jeopardy clauses of the federal and 
state constitutions. 
State v. McKeeth, 136 Idaho 619, 38 P.3d 1275 (Ct. App. 2001). 
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the Legislature determined that the suspension of Mr. lohnson's driving privileges is civil III 
nature. 
The second stage of the Hudson analysis reqUlres an examination of whether the 
suspension is so punitive in form and effect to render the suspension criminal despite the 
Legislature's intent to characterize them as civil. The license suspension pursuant to I.e. § 18-
S002A is only a ninety day suspension thirty days without any driving privileges followed by 
restricted driving privileges and the resulting ineligibility for commercial driving privileges. 
Driver's license suspensions in Idaho have never been viewed as punitive and have instead been 
viewed as a reasonable consequence of the abuse of the privilege of driving. 8 
The driving license suspension is not an affirmative disability or restraint. It certainly 
does not approach the "infamous punishment" of imprisonment. 
There is no finding of scienter required to administratively suspend driving privileges 
based upon the failure of an evidentiary test for breath alcohol. 
The failure of an evidentiary test standing alone has not ever been a criminal act in the 
State of Idaho. It may be evidence necessary to substantiate a criminal charge. However, 
standing alone the failure of an evidentiary test has not ever been characterized as a crime. 
Whether there is a deterrent effect does not render the suspension criminal. 
There is none of the showing required to find that the Administrative License Suspension 
ofI.C. § lS-8002A offends double jeopardy.9 
8 The majority in Idaho v. Ankney, 109 Idaho I, 704 P.2d 333 (1985) weighs the interest of the state in preventing 
intoxicated person from driving against a "substantial right" in a driver's license in considering whether a post 
seizure process provides due process, see also Talavera at p. 705. 
9 Mr. Johnson suggests the Court is to add up the number of points on the Hudson scale. Mr. Johnson has not 
demonstrated the necessary the "criminal" nature of a license suspension. Mr. Johnson cannot now go back and add 
into the mix his plea to reckless driving since none of the cases analyzed deal with the situation where the Defendant 
pled quietly in the criminal case'and now challenges the administrative proceedings. 
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4. 
Is l C. § 18-8002A unconstitutionally vague? 
Mr. Johnson was adequately notified of the consequences of failing the evidentiary test 
for breath alcohol pursuant to I.e. § I8-S002A. Mr. Johnson is really arguing that if the Court 
were to read I.C. § I8-S002A and I.C. § 49-335 together as one statute and providing for one 
procedure that the resulting suspension must be based on a vague standard. 
The Suspension Advisory CALS R. p. 004) clearly indicates that Mr. Johnson was notified 
of the potential effect on his driving privileges. The Suspension Advisory specifically indicates 
the potential impact on the commercial driving privileges pursuant to I.C. § IS-S002A.IO 
Mr. Johnson argues that I.C. § IS-S002A is void for vagueness as applied. However, Mr. 
Johnson seeks to include the I.C. § 49-335 disqualification into the I.e. § IS-S002A analysis. 
The Administrative License Suspension of I.C. § I8-8002A is clearly not vague as applied to Mr. 
Johnson. Mr. Johnson is given notice of the consequences of the failure of an evidentiary test 
(ALS R. p. 27). As applied to Mr. Johnson there is no vagueness in the information provided to 
him of the consequence of failing an evidentiary test for breath alcohol pursuant to I.C. § 18-
8002A, State v. Bitt, 118 Idaho 584 at 588, 798 P.2d 43 (1990). 
Mr. Johnson suffers no greater consequence of an Administrative License Suspension 
urJder I.C. § I8-S002A than any other driver. The consequence of the Administrative License 
10 
B. I will serve you with this NOTICE OF SUSPENSION that becomes effective thirty days from the state of 
service on this NOTICE, suspending your driver's license or privileges. If this is your fIrst failure of an 
evidentiary test your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days, with 
absolutely no driving privileges during the fIrst thirty (30) days. You may request restricted driving 
privileges for the remaining sixty (60) days of the suspension. Restricted driving privileges will not 
allow you to operate a commercial motor vehicle. If this is not your frrst failure of an evidentiary test 
within the last five (5) years, your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for one (1) year 
with absolutely no driving privileges of any kind during that period. (Emphasis added). 
Suspension Advisory form, , 3.B, ALS R. p. 4. 
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Suspension is known and not discretionary; there is nothing that men of ordinary intelligence 
" have to guess at to understand the meaning of an Administrative License Suspension for failure 
of the evidentiary test for breath alcohol concentration. 
Mr. Johnson loses his commercial driving privileges and but retains the privilege entitling 
him to operate non commercial vehicles, I.C. § l8-8002A. 
The Administrative License Suspension of I.e. § 18-8002A is clearly entitled to greater 
tolerance when reviewed for vagueness, Cowan v. Board of Com 'rs of Fremont County, 143 
Idaho 501, 148 P.3d 1247 (2006). 
Mr. Johnson should know that the provisions of federal regulations require the State to 
suspend his commercial driving privileges should he fail an evidentiary test, see 49 C.F.R. 
382.211, however, the relatively short suspension is a result of his unique status as a 
commercially licensed driver having failed an evidentiary test for breath alcohol. There is no 
confusion within the I.C. § 18-8002A of the nature of the administrative Suspension of Mr. 
Johnson's commercial driving privileges. 11 
Mr. Johnson received sufficient notice of the suspension of his commercial driving 
privileges. Mr. Johnson can continue to drive after the original thirty day suspension. 
Finally none of the other Court of Appeals decisions reviewing the constitutional 
implications of the Administrative License Suspension have found the Administrative License 
Suspension statute to deprive the Administrative License Suspension statute driver of due 
process, see In re Suspension ofdriver's license of Gibbar, 143 Idaho 937,155 P.3d 1176 (Ct. 
App. 2006) and In re Mahurin, 140 Idaho 656,99 P.3d 125 (2004). 
11 The I.e. § 49-335 disqualification is found in the clearly civil traffic and license provisions providing for its own 
Administrative License Process and not in the Administrative License Suspension provisions ofl.C. § 18-8002A. 
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Assuming only for argument sake and for purposes of responding to Mr. Johnson's 
analysis, it is inappropriate to read Le. § lS-S002A and § 49-335 together. There is no question, 
that as a result of an Administrative License Suspension, a commercially licensed driver receives 
only limited driving privileges during the term of the Administrative License Suspension and is 
so notified. 
It is clear based upon the Department's notification of the withdrawal of Mr. Johnson's 
commercial driver's license privileges and Mr. Johnson's request for a hearing that the basis of 
the withdrawal of commercial driving privileges is not Le. § lS-S002A but is instead Le. § 49-
326(1)(a) and I.e. § 49-335. Mr. Johnson additionally does not cite for the Court the statutory 
language of Le. § lS-S002A(9) which clearly sets out that a driver will have restricted non 
commercial driving privileges during the term of the Administrative License suspension. 12 
There is no requirement in Le. § lS-S002A to notify Mr. Johnson of the additional 
consequences as a licensed commercial driver that could result pursuant to LC. § 49-335 should 
he fail an evidentiary test for blood alcohol. 13 
12 I.C. § lS-S002A(9) provides: 
Restricted noncommercial vehicle driving privileges. A person served with a notice of suspension 
for ninety (90) days pursuant to this section may apply to the department for restricted 
noncommercial vehicle driving privileges, to become effective after the thirty (30) day absolute 
suspension has been completed. The request may be made at any time after service of the notice of 
suspension. Restricted noncommercial vehicle driving privileges will be issued for the person to 
travel to and from work and for work purposes not involving operation of a commercial vehicle, to 
attend an alternative high school, work on a GED, for postsecondary education, or to meet the 
medical needs of the person or his family if the person is eligible for restricted noncommercial 
vehicle driving privileges. Any person whose driving privileges are suspended under the provisions 
of this chapter may be granted privileges to drive a noncommercial vehicle but shall not be granted 
privileges to operate a commercial motor vehicle. 
13 Additionally and separately, Mr. Johnson received a notice of the Department of Transportation's intent to 
disqualifY Mr. Johnson from commercial driving privileges for one year pursuant to I.C. § 49-335 as a result of his 
failure of an evidentiary test for blood alcohol concentration. 
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5. 
Does the IC § 18-8002A7(d) Administrative License Suspension violate Due Process 
and Equal Protection? 
Mr. Johnson makes an argument based on equal protection and due process. It is not 
necessary for the Court to decide the constitutionality of I.e. § 18-8002A(7), Poesy v. Bunney, 
98ldaho 258, 561 P.2d 400 at 406 (1977). 
Mr. Johnson argues that the State has made a distinct class of persons with commercial 
driving privileges without any rational relationship to a permissible State objective thereby 
implicating equal protection. Mr. Johnson argues that his commercial driving privileges should 
not be implicated when he is suffering an Administrative License Suspension as a result of the 
operation of a non commercial vehicle while under the influence and that he should be treated no 
different than the holder of any other driver's license while driving a non commercial vehicle, 
suggesting that the State then imposes an unconstitutional burden on Mr. Johnson. However, 
Mr. Johnson really just argues that the Legislature should have made a different policy affecting 
commercial drivers who drive while intoxicated. 
Mr. Johnson may identify a potential classification to advance his equal protection 
argument but fails to set out a standard for the Court's review and fails to set out an analysis 
indicating that the standard has been satisfied, In re Bermudes, 141 Idaho 157, 106 P.3d 1123 
(2005). 
By his argument, Mr. Johnson concedes that his commercial driving privileges do not 
involve a "fundamental" right. Cecelia Packing Corporation v. United States Department of 
Agricultural Marketing Service, 10 F.3d 616, 62 USLW 2357 (1993). Therefore, only a rational 
basis is required, id Bermudes at p. 1127. 
Additionally since Mr. Johnson does not argue that the State has created a suspect 
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classification, the statute is presumed valid and that presumption is over come by a clear showing 
of "arbitrariness and irrationality". Kawaoka v. City of Arroyo Grande, 17 F3d 1227 at p. 1234, 
Cal. 9th Cir. (1994). A showing of arbitrariness and irrationality is not made here. 
Mr. Johnson has a substantial burden when challenging the constitutionally of an Idaho 
Code provision. State v. Bennett 142 Idaho 166, 125 P.3d 522 (2005). The Court is obligated to 
seek an interpretation of the statute which upholds the statutes constitutionality, id at p. 525. 
The Idaho Legislature determined in 2005 that the provisions regarding the Department's 
issuance of commercial driving licenses were required to comply with Federal Law and amended 
various Idaho Code provisions affecting the licensing of operators of commercial vehicles (See 
Appendix A, Legislative History of House Bill 402). 
The Federal Government has determined a substantial Federal interest exists in regulating 
commercial truck drivers. Congress imposes upon the State of Idaho pursuant to its commerce 
clause powers, a regulatory process for states who license the operators of commercial vehicles 
which requires compliance with Federal standards, 49 C.F.R. 383.23 (2002) (Attached as 
Appendix B are the referenced Code of Federal Regulation provisions). 
Commercial driving privileges require applicants to meet substantially greater 
requirements than ordinary driving privileges. A commercial driver's license applicant is 
required to submit to pre employment testing for controlled substances which may include 
alcohol, 49 C.F.R. 382.301(d) (2002). Commercial driver's license holders are required to 
submit to random drug and alcohol testing, 49 C.F.R. 382.305 (2002), or to drug and alcohol 
testing based upon reasonable suspicion, 49 C.F.R. 382.307 (2002). The applicants for 
commercial driver's licenses are required to provide substantially more information than 
required of an ordinary driver's license applicants for purposes of licensing, 49 C.F.R. 391.21 
(2002). The employer of an operator of commercial motor vehicles is required to engage in a 
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substantial investigation and inquiry into the background and character of an applicant for a 
commercial driving position, 49 C.F.R. 391.23 (2002). 
Mr. Johnson would be aware of the substantial conditions that must be met by him for the 
privilege of a commercial driver's license. The State of Idaho has chosen to comply with 
Federal Law by not extending to a driver who suffers an Administrative License Suspension the 
privilege of operating a commercial motor vehicle, I.e. § 18-8002A(9): 
Mr. Johnson's commercial driver's license is a closely regulated privilege which State 
and Federal Law determine will not be available should he suffer an Administrative License 
Suspension. Regulating the potential risks of the operation of a commercial vehicle is a 
permissible state interest, Everett v. Trunnell, 105 Idaho 787, 673 P.2d 387 (1983). Mr. Johnson 
makes no argument to the contrary. 
Mr. Johnson is not permitted to operate a commercial motor vehicle during the pendency 
of an Administrative License Suspension. Mr. Johnson is in no different position as any other 
driver facing an Administrative License Suspension, i.e. a non commercial licensed driver has 
the same restricted driving privileges as a commercially licensed driver. Mr. Johnson is in no 
different position than the individual required to operate a motor vehicle for work purposes who 
does not have commercial driving privileges and who is told by his employer that he may not 
drive for work purposes because of the Administrative License Suspension. No suspect 
classification exists and there is a rational relationship between the stated Legislative goal and 
mechanism employed to meet that Legislative goal, id Bermudes at p. 1128. 
Mr. Johnson's interpretation of the Administrative License Suspension of I.e. § lS-
S002A and the withdrawal of commercial driving privileges pursuant to I.e. § 49 326(1)(a) '& § 
49-335 as a singular suspension is inconsistent not only with the Legislative history but results in 
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· a statutory interpretation which is inconsistent with the clear purpose of the Legislation. 14 
The public is well served by the remedial effect of prohibiting the operation of 
commercial vehicles during the term of the Administrative License Suspension. That 
consequence bears a rational relationship to the legitimate public purposes described in Federal 
and State Law, id Bermudes at p. 1128. 
14 
When interpreting a statute, this Court must strive to give force and effect to the legislature's intent 
in passing the statute. Davaz v. Priest River Glass Co., Inc., 125 Idaho 333,336, 870 P.2d 
1292,1295 (1994). "It must begin with the literal words of the statute; those words must be given 
their plain, usual, and ordinary meaning; and the statute must be construed as a whole." McLean v. 
Maverick County Stores, Inc., 142 Idaho 810, 813, 135 P.3d 756, 759 (2006) (citations omitted). 
"Where the language of a statute is plain and unambiguous, this Court must give effect to the 
statute as written, without engaging in statutory construction." State v. Rhode, 133 Idaho 459, 462, 
988 P.2d 685,688 (1999). However, if the result is "palpably absurd," this Court must engage in 
statutory construction. Id. When engaging in statutory construction, this Court has a "duty to 
ascertain the legislative intent, and give effect to that intent." Jd."[T]he Court must construe a 
statute as a whole, and consider all sections of applicable statutes together to detennine the intent of 
the legislature." Davaz, 125 Idaho at 336, 870 P.2d at 1295 (internal citation omitted). "[The 
Court] also must take account of all other matters such as the reasonableness of the proposed 
interpretations and the policy behind the statute." Id. 
Although we have held the power to operate a motor vehicle upon the public streets and highways 
is a right or liberty that is afforded constitutional protections, we have never specifically recognized 
that a driver's license is a "property interest" in Idaho. However, even assuming that a driver's 
license is a "property interest" as Wheeler contends, (fu4) his argument fails .... 
Wheeler v. Idaho Dept. afHealth and Welfare, 147 Idaho 257,207 P.3d 988 (2009). 
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Mr. Johnson does not argue that he is treated differently than any other commercial driver 
similarly situated, nor does he argue that the disqualification of his commercial driving privileges 
results in any discriminatory treatment. 
Other jurisdictions have rejected the equal protection challenge to the commercial driving 
privileges disqualification, Solon v. Martin 2008 WL 519898 (Ohio App. 8 Dist.) .15 
The safety of the travelling public is a sufficient state objective to provide a rational basis 
for the Department's disqualification of Mr. Johnson's driving privileges. 
15 
See Lockett v. Virginia (1993), 17 Va. App.488, 438 S.E.2d497. The Lockett Court explained: 
Because of the type and size of the vehicles that these drivers of commercial vehicles must operate 
and because the impact of those vehicles upon public safety, we believe that it is obvious that the 
legislature had a rational basis for determining that drivers of commercial vehicles in general are 
not in the same situation as persons who drive non-commercial motor vehicles. 
"The legislature could have rationally determined that a person convicted of driving while under 
the influence of intoxicants could be trusted to drive some vehicles with a restricted license, but 
that he or she should not be permitted to operate commercial motor vehicle on the highway, with 
their greater potential of danger to the public. Thus, the legislature could have rationally 
determined that a conviction for driving while under the influence of intoxicants, even if in a non 
commercial motor vehicle was a sufficient indicium of dangerousness that one who was so 
convicted must be disqualified from driving a commercial motor vehicle even for a limited 
period." 
Accord Thorek v. Dept. OJ Transportation (Sept. 7, 2007), Commonwealth Court No. 288 
C.D.2007 (equal protection challenge rejected as greater harm that could be caused by commercial 
vehicles justified the imposition of harsher sanctions). 
We fmd this analysis persuasive and we, too, agree that the legislature could have rationally 
determined that a person convicted of driving while under the influence of intoxicants could obtain 
limited non-commercial driving privileges, but that he or she should not be permitted to operate 
commercial motor vehicles given the greater potential of danger to the public. 
Solon v. Martin 2008 WL 519898 (Ohio App. 8 Dist.). 
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The public interest preventing the risk to the traveling public should control over Mr. 
Johnson's private interest in continuing to operate a commercial motor vehicle, see Thorek v. 
Com., Dept. ojTransp., Bureau ojDriver's Licensing, 938 A.2d 505 Pa.Comwlth., (2007). 
The due process and equal protection claims challenging the Administrative License 
Suspensions have also been rejected in the ;th Circuit, Koga v. Busalacchi, 2010 WL 424601 
(E.D. Wis.). 
Mr. Johnson acknowledges that an opportunity exists to request a hearing to consider 
whether that administrative action was appropriate by the Department. Such is the process Mr. 
Johnson is due pursuant to I.C. § lS-S002A, See Dixon v. Love, 431 Us. 105, 97 s.et. 1723 
(1977). 
Finally, Mr. Johnson received the process due and has not been denied equal protection. 
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II 
THE I.e. § 49-335 SUSPENSION 
A. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
On October 10,2009 Mr. Johnson submitted to an evidentiary test for breath alcohol. 
Mr. Johnson was properly observed for 15 minutes as required by the Idaho State Police 
by booking Sergeant Lee while the arresting Deputy Rodriguez transported Mr. Johnson's dog to 
his home. Deputy Rodriguez returned to the jail at 22:41. Sergeant Lee informed Deputy 
Rodriguez that he begin his observation at 22:18 hours and had checked Mr. Johnson's mouth for 
foreign substances. 
Deputy Rodriguez played the Notice of Suspension CD for Mr. Johnson and asked Mr. 
Johnson ifhe had any questions, Mr. Johnson stated that he did not have any questions. At 22:52 
hours Deputy Rodriguez obtained breath samples from Mr. Johnson showing results of .167 and 
.168. Deputy Rodriguez then read Mr. Johnson his rights and booked him in the jail for driving 
under the influence. 
On October 19, 2009 t,he Idaho Transportation Department issued a Notice of 
Disqualification for Mr. Johnson's Commercial Driving Privileges (CDL DQ R. p. 2). 
Mr. Johnson filed a Request for Administrative Hearing (In re: Disqualification) on 
November 4, 2009 (CDL DQ R. pp. 4-6) and a Telephone Hearing was held on December 1, 
2009 (CDL DQ R. p.8). 
The Department's Hearing Officer, Michael B. Howell entered Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law and Preliminary Order on December 18, 2009 (CDL DQ R. pp. 14-18) 
upholding the disqualification ofMr. Johnson's Commercial Driving Privileges. 
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B. 
STANDARD FOR REVIEW 
Idaho Code § 49-335(2) requires the disqualification of Mr. Johnson's Commercial 
Driving Privileges should he fail an evidentiary test for breath alcohol. 
The Standard of Review for the lC. § lS-S002A Suspension also applies to the lC. § 49-
335 suspension, see pp. 3-5 herein. 
c. 
ISSUES 
1. The disqualification of Commercial Driving Privileges pursuant to 1 e. § 49-335. 
2. The procedure in the Administrative Commercial Driving Privileges disqualification. 
3. Does the Ie. § 49-335 Commercial Driving Privileges disqualification implicate 
Double Jeopardy? 
4. The administrative disqualification of Commercial Driving Privileges does not violate 
equal protection or due process. 
1. 
The disqualification afCommercial Driving Privileges pursuant to Ie. § 49-335 
Mr. Johnson suffers a disqualification of his Commercial Driving Privileges pursuant to 
le. § 49-335, when he holds a Commercial Driver's License and submits to and fails an 
evidentiary test to determine his alcohol concentration while operating a motor vehicle, lC. § 
49-335(2).16 
16 Idaho Code Section 49-335(2) provides: 
Any person who operates a commercial motor vehicle or who holds a class A, B or C driver's license is disqualified 
from operating a commercial motor vehicle for a period of not less than one (1) year if the person refuses to submit 
to or submits to and fails a test to determine the driver's aicohol, drug or other intoxicating substances concentration 
while operating a motor vehicle. (Emphasis Added.) 
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The Hearing Officer's decision is supported by the Record and is not arbitrary or 
capncIOus. There is no factual question that Mr. Johnson failed an evidentiary test for breath 
alcohol concentration. There is also no factual question that Mr. Johnson had a Commercial 
Driver's License. 
Mr. Johnson should know as a result of having a Commercial Driver's License that there 
is a substantial number of regulations which apply to him imposed by Federal Law which require 
a different standard because of the privilege of operating a motor vehicle in interstate commerce 
as a licensed commercial driver, see Thorek v. Com., Dept. 0/ Transp., Bureau of Driver's 
Licensing, 938 A.2d 505 Pa.Comwlth., (2007) and Solon v. Martin 2008 WL 519898 (Ohio App. 
8 Dist.). 
The Hearing Officer carefully analyzed the issues before him based upon having heard 
the testimony of Mr. Johnson in the I.C. § 49-335 hearing and made his decision based on that 
Record. 
2. 
The procedure in the Administrative Commercial Driving Privileges disqualification. 
The Legislature has approved the Attorney General's Rules in Contested Cases to apply 
to matters which do not ordinarily have specific rules. There is no requirement that an agency 
adopt rules for the conduct of a particular hearing in light of the Attorney General's Rules in 
Contested Cases, IDAPA 04.11.01.001. 
The rules exist, Mr. Johnson availed himself of a contested case, had a hearing, presented 
his arguments, his arguments were not successful. The fact that his arguments were not 
successful does not form a basis to say that there should be some different procedure. Mr. 
Johnson cites no authority and no statutory analysis for his argument. 
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3. 
Does the Ie. § 49-335 Commercial Driving Privileges disqualification implicate Double 
Jeopardy? 
Mr. Johnson apparently argues that the I.C. § 49-335 disqualification of his commercial 
driving privileges violates double jeopardy apparently based upon the predicate suspension 
pursuant to I.C. § 18-8002A. However, chronologically the I.C. § 49-335 suspention occurred 
first. 
Here, the first stage of the Ward/Hudson test clearly is not met, United States v. L. 0. 
Ward, 448 US 242,100 SCt. 2636 (1980), Hudson v. United States, 522 US 93,118 S.Ct. 488 
(1997). Clearly, the disqualification of Commercial Driving Privileges is civil in nature, I.C. § 
49-335. Is Mr. Johnson arguing that a subsequent Administrative License Suspension following 
an initial Administrative License Suspension is magically transformed into a criminal process 
implicating double jeopardy? 
The remainder of the Hudson analysis is also not applicable here. This suspension does 
not involve affirmative disability or restraint and clearly does not involve imprisonment. An 
Administrative License Suspension has never been regarded as punitive in Idaho nor does the 
disqualification corne into play upon a finding of scienter. The disqualification may promote 
deterrence; however, there is no same conduct analysis appropriate here since it is not otherwise 
a cnme. The alternative purpose should there be one, is rationally connected and the 
disqualification not in excess of that alternative purpose should one be found. There is no 
showing of the clearest proof required to make whichever suspension is the second suspension 
violating double jeopardy. 
The I.C. § 49-335 proceeding is analyzed to determine whether there is double jeopardy, 
as the initial proceeding. If the I.C. § 18-8002A proceeding is the initial proceeding then the 
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Administrative License Suspension is analyzed to determine if it implicates double jeopardy. 
Mr. Johnson does not engage in the requisite analysis. 
Mr. Johnson does not make the requisite analysis nor cites authority for his position that a 
subsequent administrative procedure of I.C. § 49-335 disqualifying him from Commercial 
Driving Privileges constitutes double jeopardy. 
4. 
The administrative disqualification of Commercial Driving Privileges does not violate 
equal protection or due process. 
The arguments addressing due process and equal protection challenge to I.e. § 18-8002A 
are incorporated and not repeated here. 
In responding to the argument that the I.C. § 49-335 disqualification violated equal 
protection the Courts attention is directed to FN 15 and the Code of Federal Regulations set out 
at p. 19, Appendix B. 
It is not necessary for the Court to decide the constitutionality of I.C. § 49-335, Poesy v. 
Bunney, 98 Idaho 258,561 P.2d 400 at 406 (1977). 
It is clear based upon the Department's notification of the withdrawal of Mr. Johnson's 
commercial driver's license privileges and Mr. Johnson's request for a hearing that the basis of 
the withdrawal of commercial driving privileges is not I.C. § 18-8002A but is instead I.e. § 49-
326(1)(a) and I.C. § 49-335. 
The Idaho Transportation Department, not part of the Administrative License Suspension 
process pursuant to I.C. § 18-8002A but instead pursuant to I.e. § 49-335, separately notified 
Mr. Johnson that his commercial driving privileges would be withdrawn if an Administrative 
License Suspension resulted from the completion of the Administrative License Suspension 
Procedure (CDL DQ R. p. 2). 
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Mr. Johnson only argues that the State has made a distinct class of persons with 
commercial driving privileges without any rational relationship to a permissible State objective 
implicating equal protection. Mr. Johnson argues that his commercial driving privileges should 
not be implicated when operating of a non commercial vehicle while under the influence and that 
he should be treated no different than the holder of any other driver's license while driving a non 
commercial vehicle, suggesting that the State then imposes an unconstitutional burden on Mr. 
Johnson. 
Mr. Johnson would be aware of the substantial conditions that must be met by him for the 
privilege of a commercial driver's license. The State of Idaho has chosen to comply with 
Federal Law by not extending to a driver who suffers an Administrative License Suspension the 
privilege of operating a commercial motor vehicle, I.C. § 49-335. 
Mr. Johnson's commercial driving privileges is a closely regulated privilege which State 
and Federal Law determine will not be available should he suffer an Administrative License 
Suspension. Regulating the potential risks of the operation of a commercial vehicle is a 
permissible state interest, Everett v. Trunnell, 105 Idaho 787, 673 P.2d 387 (1983). Mr. Johnson 
makes no argument to the contrary. 
No suspect classification exists and there is a rational relationship between the stated 
Legislative goal and mechanism employed to meet that Legislative goal, id Bermudes at p. 
1128. 
Further, Mr. Johnson offers no authority for his claim that there is not a rational 
relationship between the Administrative License Suspension and the withdrawal of commercial 
driving privileges for a driver who suffers an Administrative License Suspension. Recently other 
Courts have upheld the constitutionality of the disqualification of Commercial Driving 
Privileges, see Solon, Lockett and Thorek. 
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Mr. Johnson does not argue that he is treated differently than any other commercial driver 
similarly situated, nor does he argue that the disqualification of his commercial driving privileges 
results in any discriminatory treatment. 
Finally, Mr. Johnson received the process due andhas not been denied equal protection. 
Conclusion 
Mr. Johnson has failed to meet his burden as required by Idaho Code § 18-8002A(7). 
The Hearing Officer's Decision should be sustained and Mr. Johnson's driving privileges should 
be suspended for one year as provided for in I.C. § 18-8002A(7). 
Mr. Johnson has failed to meet his burden pursuant to I.e. § 49-335. Mr. Johnson's 
Commercial Driving Privileges should be withdrawn pursuant to I.e. § 49-335. 
The administrative process suspending Mr. Johnson's Commercial Driving Privileges 
does not violate double jeopardy, equal protection or due process and are not unconstitutionally 
vague. 
DATED the ~ day of June 2010. 
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H0402 ..................................................... by WAYS AND MEANS 
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES - DRIVING PRIVILEGES - Amends existing law relating to 
commercial motor vehicle driving privileges to provide that restricted 
driving privileges may be granted to drive a noncommercial vehicle but 
shall not be granted to operate a commercial motor vehicle during the 
period of suspension, revocation, cancellation or disqualification; to 
provide for a school bus endorsement on a driver's license; to require an 
applicant for a school bus endorsement to pass appropriate knowledge and 
skills tests; to authorize the Idaho Transportation Department, until a 
time certain, to waive the skills test requirement under certain 
conditions; to require that every application for a Class A, B or C 
driver'~ license shall state where the applicant has been licensed for the 
preceding ten years; to provide that a temporary restricted permit may be 
issued to grant noncommercial driving privileges but shall not grant 
driving privileges to operate a commercial motor vehicle; to clarify the 
conditions for which the operator of a commercial motor vehicle may be 
disqualified; and to provide additional conditions for commercial motor 
vehicle driver disqualification in accordance with federal regulations. 
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Harwood, Henbest, Henderson, Jaquet, Jones, Kemp, Lake, LeFavour, 
Loertscher, Martinez, Mathews, McGeachin, McKague, Miller, Mitchell, 
Moyle, Nielsen, Nonini, Pasley-Stuart, Pence, Raybould, 
Ring (Roberge) , Ringo, Roberts, Rusche, Rydalch, Sali, Sayler (Callen) , 
Schaefer, Shepherd(2), Shepherd(8), Shirley, Smith(30), Smith(24), 
Smylie, Snodgrass, Stevenson, Wills, Wood, Mr. Speaker 
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AYES -- Brandt, Broadsword, Bunderson, Burkett, Burtenshaw, Cameron, 
Coiner, Compton, Corder, Darrington, Davis, Fulcher(Fulcher), Geddes, 
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1 III LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF IDAHO llll 
Fifty-eighth Legislature First Regular Session - 2005 
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
HOUSE BILL NO. 402 
BY WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE 
1 AN ACT 
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2 RELATING TO COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE DRIVING PRIVILEGES AND NONCOMMERCIAL 
3 MOTOR VEHICLE DRIVING PRIVILEGES; AMENDING SECTION 18-8002A, IDAHO CODE, 
4 TO CLARIFY THAT RESTRICTED DRIVING PRIVILEGES APPLY ONLY TO OPERATION OF 
5 NONCOMMERCIAL VEHICLES, TO CLARIFY THAT WORK PURPOSES SHALL NOT INVOLVE 
6 OPERATION OF A COMMERCIAL VEHICLE AND TO PROVIDE THAT RESTRICTED DRIVING 
7 PRIVILEGES SHALL NOT APPLY TO OPERATION OF A COMMERCIAL VEHICLE; AMENDING 
8 SECTION 18-8004A, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT RESTRICTED DRIVING PRIVI-
9 LEGES SHALL NOT BE GRANTED TO OPERATE A COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE DURING 
10 THE PERIOD OF SUSPENSION, REVOCATION, CANCELLATION OR DISQUALIFICATION; 
11 AMENDING SECTION 18-8005, IDAHO CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT ANY PERSON WHOSE 
12 DRIVING PRIVILEGES HAVE BEEN SUSPENDED, REVOKED OR CANCELED SHALL NOT BE 
13 GRANTED RESTRICTED DRIVING PRIVILEGES TO OPERATE A COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHI-
14 CLE AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CORRECTION; AMENDING SECTION 49-105, IDAHO 
15 CODE, TO PROVIDE FOR A SCHOOL BUS ENDORSEMENT ON A DRIVER'S LICENSE AND TO 
16 MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION 49-306, IDAHO CODE, TO 
17 REQUIRE THAT EVERY APPLICATION FOR A CLASS A, B OR C DRIVER'S LICENSE 
18 SHALL STATE WHERE THE APPLICANT HAS BEEN LICENSED FOR THE PRECEDING TEN 
19 YEARS AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION 49-313, IDAHO 
20 CODE, TO REQUIRE AN APPLICANT FOR A SCHOOL BUS ENDORSEMENT TO PASS APPRO-
21 PRIATE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS TESTS AND TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPARTMENT UNTIL A 
22 TIME CERTAIN TO WAIVE THE SKILLS TEST REQUIREMENT UNDER CERTAIN CONDI-
23 TIONS; AMENDING SECTION 49-325, IDAHO CODE, TO CLARIFY THAT A TEMPORARY 
24 RESTRICTED PERMIT MAY BE ISSUED TO GRANT NONCOMMERCIAL DRIVING PRIVILEGES 
25 BUT SHALL NOT GRANT DRIVING PRIVILEGES TO OPERATE A COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHI-
26 CLE AND TO MAKE TECHNICAL CORRECTIONS; AMENDING SECTION 49-326, IDAHO 
27 CODE, TO PROVIDE THAT A TEMPORARY RESTRICTED PERMIT MAY BE ISSUED TO GRANT 
28 NONCOMMERCIAL DRIVING PRIVILEGES BUT SHALL NOT GRANT DRIVING PRIVILEGES TO 
29 OPERATE A COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE AND TO MAKE A TECHNICAL CORRECTION; AND 
30 AMENDING SECTION 49-335, IDAHO CODE, TO CLARIFY THE CONDITIONS FOR WHICH 
31 THE OPERATOR OF A COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE MAY BE DISQUALIFIED AND TO PRO-
32 VIDE ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS FOR DISQUALIFICATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL 
33 REGULATIONS. 
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34 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Idaho: 
35 SECTION 1. That Section 18-8002A, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby 
36 amended to read as follows: 
37 18-8002A. TESTS OF DRIVER FOR ALCOHOL CONCENTRATION, PRESENCE OF DRUGS OR 
38 OTHER INTOXICATING SUBSTANCES -- SUSPENSION UPON FAILURE OF TESTS. (1) Defini-
39 tions. As used in this section: 
40 (a) "Actual physical control" means being in the driver's position of a 
41 motor vehicle with the motor runn,ing or with the vehicle moving. 
42 (b) "Administrative hearing" means a hearing conducted by a hearing offi-
43 cer to determine whether a suspension imposed by the provisions of this 
2 
1 section should be vacated or sustained. 
2 (c) "Department" means the Idaho transportation department and, as the 
3 context requires, shall be construed to include any agent of the depart-
4 ment designated by rule as hereinafter provided. 
5 (d) "Director" means the director of the Idaho transportation department. 
6 (e) "Evidentiary testing" means a procedure or test or series of proce-
7 dures or tests utilized to determine the concentration of alcohol or the 
8 presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in a person, including 
9 additional testing authorized by subsection (6) of this section. An evi-
10 dentiary test for alcohol concentration shall be based on a formula of 
11 grams of alcohol per one hundred (100) cubic centimeters of blood, per two 
12 hundred ten (210) liters of breath, or sixty-seven (67) milliliters of 
13 urine. Analysis of blood, breath or urine for the purpose of determining 
14 alcohol concentration shall be performed by a laboratory operated by the 
15 Idaho state police or by a laboratory approved by the Idaho state police 
16 under the provisions of approval and certification standards to be set by 
17 the Idaho state police, or by any other method approved by the Idaho state 
18 police. Notwithstanding any other provision of law or rule of court, the 
19 results of any test for alcohol concentration and records relating to cal-
20 ibration, approval, certification or quality control performed by a labo-
21 ratory operated and approved by the Idaho state police or by any other 
22 method approved by the Idaho state police shall be admissible in any pro-
23 ceeding in this state without the necessity of producing a witness to 
24 establish the reliability of the testing procedure for examination. 
25 (f) "Hearing officer" means a person designated by the department to con-
26 duct administrative hearings. The hearing officer shall have authority to 
27 administer oaths, examine witnesses and take testimony, receive relevant 
28 evidence, issue subpoenas, regulate the course and conduct of the hearing 
29 and make a final ruling on the issues before him. 
30 (g) "Hearing request" means a request for an administrative hearing on 
31 the suspension imposed by the provisions of this section. 
32 (2) Information to be given. At the time of evidentiary testing for con-
33 centration of alcohol, or for the presence of drugs or other intoxicating sub-
34 stances is requested, the person shall be informed that if the person refuses 
35 to submit to or fails to complete evidentiary testing, or if the person sub-
36 mits to and completes evidentiary testing and the test results indicate an 
37 alcohol concentration or the presence of drugs or other intoxicating sub-
38 stances in violation of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code, the 
39 person shall be informed substantially as follows (but need not be informed 
40 verbatim) : 
41 If you refuse to submit to or if you fail to complete and pass evidentiary 
42 testing for alcohol or other intoxicating substances: 
43 (a) The peace officer will seize your driver's license and issue a notice 
44 of suspension and a temporary driving permit to you, but no peace officer 
45 will issue you a temporary driving permit if your driver's license or per-
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mit has already been and is suspended or revoked. No peace officer shall 
issue a temporary driving permit to a driver of a commercial vehicle who 
refuses to submit to or fails to complete and pass an evidentiary test; 
(b) You have the right to request a hearing within seven (7) days of the 
notice of suspension of your driver's license to show cause why you 
refused to submit to or to complete and pass evidentiary testing and why 
your driver's license should not be suspended; 
(c) If you refused or failed to complete evidentiary testing and do not 
request a hearing before the court or do not prevail at the hearing, your 
driver's license will be suspended. The suspension will be for one hundred 
3 
1 eighty (180) days if this is your first refusal. The suspension will be 
2 for one (1) year if this is your second refusal within five (5) years. You 
3 will not be able to obtain a temporary restricted license during that 
4 period; and 
5 (d) If you complete evidentiary testing and fail the testing and do not 
6 request a hearing before the department or do not prevail at the hearing, 
7 your driver's license will be suspended. This suspension will be for 
8 ninety (90) days if this is your first failure of evidentiary testing, but 
9 you may request restricted noncommercial vehicle driving privileges after 
10 the first thirty (30) days. The suspension will be for one (1) year if 
11 this is your second failure of evidentiary testing within five (5) years. 
12 You will not be able to obtain a temporary restricted license during that 
13 period; 
14 (e) After submitting to evidentiary testing you may, when practicable, at 
15 your own expense, have additional tests made by a person of your own 
16 choosing. 
17 (3) Rulemaking authority of the Idaho state police. The Idaho state 
18 police may, pursuant to chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code, prescribe by rule: 
19 (a) What testing is required to complete evidentiary testing under this 
20 section; and 
21 (b) What calibration or checking of testing equipment must be performed 
22 to comply with the department's requirements. Any rules of the Idaho state 
23 police shall .be in accordance with the following: a test for alcohol con-
24 centration in breath as defined in section 18-8004, Idaho Code, and sub-
25 section (1) (e) of this section will be valid for the purposes of this sec-
26 tion if the breath alcohol testing instrument was approved for testing by 
27 the Idaho state police in accordance with section 18-8004, Idaho Code, at 
28 any time within ninety (90) days before the evidentiary testing. A test 
29 for alcohol concentration in blood or urine as defined in section 18-8004, 
30 Idaho Code, that is reported by the Idaho state police or by any labora-
31 tory approved by the Idaho state police to perform this test will be valid 
32 for the purposes of this section. 
33 (4) Suspension. 
34 (a) Upon receipt of the sworn statement of a peace officer that there 
35 existed legal cause to believe a person had been driving or was in actual 
36 physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol, 
37 drugs or other intoxicating substances and that the person submitted to a 
38 test and the test results indicated an alcohol concentration or the pres-
39 ence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of section 
40 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code, the department shall suspend the 
41 person's driver's license, driver's permit, driving privileges or nonresi-
42 dent driving privileges: 
43 (i) For a period of ninety (90) days for a first failure of eviden-
44 tiary testing under the provisions of this section. The first thirty 
45 (30) days of the suspension shall be absolute and the person shall 
46 have absolutely no driving privileges of any kind. Restricted ~ 
47 commercial vehicle driving privileges applicable during the remaining 
48 sixty (60) days of the suspension may be requested as provided in 
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(ii) For a period of one (1) year for a second and any subsequent 
failure of evidentiary testing under the provisions of this section 
within the immediately preceding five (5) years. No driving privi-
leges of any kind shall be granted during the suspension imposed pur-
suant to this subsection. 
The person may request an administrative hearing on the suspension as pro-
4 
1 vided in subsection (7) of this section. Any right to contest the suspen-
2 sion shall be waived if a hearing is not requested as therein provided. 
3 (b) The suspension shall become effective thirty (30) days after service 
4 upon the person of the notice of suspension: The notice shall be in a form 
5 provided by the department and shall state: 
6 (i) The reason and statutory grounds for the suspension; 
7 (ii) The effective date of the suspension; 
8 (iii) The suspension periods to which the person may be subject as 
9 provided in subsection (4) (a) of this section; 
10 (iv) The procedures for obtaining restricted noncommercial vehicle 
11 driving privileges; 
12 (v) The rights of the person to request an administrative hearing 
13 on the suspension and that if an administrative hearing is not 
14 requested within seven (7) days of service of the notice of suspen-
15 sian the right to contest the suspension shall be waived; 
16 (vi) The procedures for obtaining an administrative hearing on the 
17 suspension; 
18 (vii) The right to judicial review of the hearing officer's decision 
19 on the suspension and the procedures for seeking such review. 
20 (5) Service of suspension by peace officer or the department. If the 
21 driver submits to evidentiary testing after the information in subsection (2) 
22 of this section has been provided and the results of the test indicate an 
23 alcohol concentration or the presence of drugs or other intoxicating sub-
24 stances in violation of the provisions of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 
25 18-8006, Idaho Code: 
26 (a) The peace officer shall take possession of the person's driver's 
27 license, shall issue a temporary permit which shall be valid for a period 
28 not to exceed thirty (30) days from the date of issuance, and, acting on 
29 behalf of the department, will serve the person with a notice of suspen-
30 sion in the form and containing the information required under subsection 
31 (4) of this section. The department may serve the person with a notice of 
32 suspension if the peace officer failed to issue the notice of suspension 
33 or failed to include the date of service as provided in subsection (4) (b) 
34 of this section. 
35 (b) Within five (5) business days following. service of a notice of sus-
36 pension the peace officer shall forward to the department a copy of the 
37 completed notice of suspension form upon which the date of service upon 
38 the driver shall be clearly indicated, a copy of any completed temporary 
39 permit form along with any confiscated driver's license, a certified copy 
40 or duplicate original of the results of all tests for alcohol concentra-
41 tion, as shown by analysis of breath administered at the direction of the 
42 peace officer, and a sworn statement of the officer, which may incorporate 
43 any arrest or incident reports relevant to the arrest and evidentiary 
44 testing setting forth: 
45 (i) The identity of the person; 
46 (ii) Stating the officer's legal cause to stop the person; 
47 (iii) Stating the officer's legal cause to believe that the person 
48 had been driving or was in actual physical control of a motor vehicle 
49 while under the influence of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating 
50 substances in violation of the provisions of section 18-8004, 
51 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code; 
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(iv) That the person was advised of the consequences of taking and 
failing the evidentiary test as provided in subsection (2) of this 
section; 
(v) That the person was lawfully arrested; 
5 
1 (vi) That the person was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or 
2 other intoxicating substances as provided in this chapter, and that 
3 the results of the test indicated an alcohol concentration or the 
4 presence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of 
5 the provisions of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code. 
6 If an evidentiary test of blood or urine was administered rather than a 
7 breath test, the peace officer or the department shall serve the notice of 
8 suspension once the results are received. The sworn statement required in 
9 this subsection shall be made on forms in accordance with rules adopted by 
10 the department. 
11 (c) The department may serve the person with a notice of suspension if 
12 the peace officer failed to issue the notice of suspension or failed to 
13 include the date of service as provided in subsection (4) (b) of this sec-
14 tion. 
15 (6) Additional tests. After submitting to evidentiary testing at the 
16 request of the peace officer, the person may, when practicable, at his own 
17 expense, have additional tests for alcohol concentration or for the presence 
18 of drugs or other intoxicating substances made by a person of his own choos-
19 ing. The person's failure or inability to obtain additional tests shall not 
20 preclude admission of the results of evidentiary tests administered at the 
21 direction of the peace officer unless additional testing was denied by the 
22 peace officer. 
23 (7) Administrative hearing on suspension. A person who has been served 
24 with a notice of suspension after sUbmitting to an evidentiary test may 
25 request an administrative hearing on the suspension before a hearing officer 
26 designated by the department. The request for hearing shall be in writing and 
27 must be received by the department within seven (7) calendar days of the date 
28 of service upon the person of the notice of suspension, and shall include what 
29 issue or issues shall be raised at the hearing. The date on which the hearing 
30 request was received shall be noted on the face of the request. 
31 If a hearing is requested, the hearing shall be held within twenty (20) 
32 days of the date the hearing request was received by the department unless 
33 this period is, for good cause shown, extended by the hearing officer for one 
34 ten (10) day period. Such extension shall not operate as a stay of the suspen-
35 sion and any temporary permit shall expire thirty (30) days after service of 
36 the notice of suspension, notwithstanding an extension of the hearing date 
37 beyond such thirty (30) day period. Written notice of the date and time of the 
38 hearing shall be sent to the party requesting the hearing at least seven (7) 
39 days prior to the scheduled hearing date. The department may conduct all hear-
40 ings by telephone if each participant in the hearing has an opportunity to 
41 pa~ticipate in the entire proceeding while it is taking place. 
42 The hearing shall be recorded. The sworn statement of the arresting offi-
43 cer, and the copy of the notice of suspension and any temporary permit issued 
44 by the officer shall be admissible at the hearing without further evidentiary 
45 foundation. The results of any tests for alcohol concentration or the presence 
46 of drugs or other intoxicating substances by analysis of blood, urine or 
47 breath administered at the direction of the peace officer and the records 
48 relating to calibration, certification, approval or quality control pertaining 
49 to equipment utilized to perform the tests shall be admissible as provided in 
50 section 18-8004(4), Idaho Code. The arresting officer shall not be required to 
51 participate unless directed to do so by a subpoena issued by the hearing offi-
52 cer. 
53 The burden of proof shall be on the person requesting the hearing. The 
54 hearing officer shall not vacate the suspension unless he finds, by a prepon-
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55 derance of the evidence, that: 
6 
1 (a) The peace officer did not have legal cause to stop the person; or 
2 (b) The officer did not have legal cause to believe the person had been 
3 driving or was in actual physical control of a vehicle while under the 
4 influence of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation 
5 of the provisions of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code; or 
6 (c) The test results did not show an alcohol concentration or the pres-
7 ence of drugs or other intoxicating substances in violation of section 
8 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code; or 
9 (d) The tests for alcohol concentrqtion, drugs or other intoxicating sub-
10 stances administered at the direction of the peace officer were not con-
11 ducted in accordance with the requirements of section 18-8004(4), Idaho 
12 Code, or the testing equipment was not functioning properly when the test 
13 was administered; or 
14 (e) The person was not informed of the consequences of submitting to evi-
15 dentiary testing as required in subsection (2) of this section. 
16 If the hearing officer finds that the person has not met his burden of proof, 
17 he shall sustain the suspension. The hearing officer shall make findings of 
18 fact and conclusions of law on each issue and shall enter an order vacating or 
19 sustaining the suspension. If the suspension is vacated, the person's driver's 
20 license, unless unavailable by reason of an existing suspension, revocation, 
21 cancellation, disqualification or denial shall be returned to him. The find-
22 ings of fact, conclusions of law and order entered by the hearing officer 
23 shall be considered a final order pursuant to the provisions of chapter 52, 
24 title 67, Idaho Code, except that motions for reconsideration of such order 
25 shall be allowed and new evidence can be submitted. 
26 The facts as found by the hearing officer shall be independent of the 
27 determination of the same or similar facts in the adjudication of any criminal 
28 charges arising out of the same occurrence. The disposition of those criminal 
29 charges shall not affect the suspension required to be imposed under the pro-
30 visions of this section. If a license is suspended under this section and the 
31 person is also convicted on criminal charges arising out of the same occur-
32 rence for a violation of the provisions of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 
33 18-8006, Idaho Code, both the suspension under this section and the suspension 
34 imposed pursuant to the provisions of section 18-8005 or 18-8006, Idaho Code, 
35 shall be imposed, but the periods of suspension shall run concurrently, with 
36 the total period of suspension not to exceed the longer of the applicable sus-
37 pension periods, unless the court ordering the suspension in the criminal case 
38 orders to the contrary. 
39 (8) Judicial review. A party aggrieved by the decision of the hearing 
40 officer may seek judicial review of the decision in the manner provided for 
41 judicial review of final agency action provided in chapter 52, title 67, Idaho 
42 Code. 
43 (9) Restricted noncommercial vehicle driving privileges. A person served 
44 with a notice of suspension for ninety (90) days pursuant to this section may 
45 apply to the department for restricted noncommercial vehicle driving privi-
46 leges, to become effective after the thirty (30) day absolute suspension has 
47 been completed. The request may be made at any time after service of the 
48 notice of suspension. Restricted noncommercial vehicle driving privileges will 
49 be issued for the person to travel to and from work and for work purposes not 
50 involving operation of a commercial vehicle, to attend an alternative high 
51 school, work on a GED, for postsecondary education, or to meet the medical 
52 needs of the person or his family if the person is eligible for restricted 
53 noncommercial vehicle driving privileges. Any person whose driving privileges 
54 are suspended under the provisions of this chapter may be granted privileges 
55 to drive a noncommercial vehicle but shall not be granted privileges to oper-
7 
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1 ate a commercial motor vehicle. 
2 (10) Rules. The department may adopt rules under the provisions of chapter 
3 52, title 67, Idaho Code, deemed necessary to implement the provisions of this 
4 section. 
5 SECTION 2. That Section 18-8004A, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby 
6 amended to read as follows: 
7 
8 
9 
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26 
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28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
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39 
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18-8004A. PENALTIES PERSONS UNDER 21 WITH LESS THAN 0.08 ALCOHOL CON-
CENTRATION. (1) Any person found guilty of a violation of subsection (1) (d) of 
section 18-8004, Idaho Code, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor; and, for a 
first offense: 
(a) Shall be fined an amount not to exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000); 
(b) Shall have his driving privileges suspended by the court for a period 
of one (1) year, ninety (90) days of which shall not be reduced and during 
which period absolutely no driving privileges of any kind may be granted. 
After the period of absolute suspension of driving privileges has passed, 
the defendant may request restricted driving privileges which the court 
may allow, if the defendant shows by a preponderance of the evidence that 
driving privileges are necessary as deemed appropriate by the court; 
(c) Shall be advised by the court in writing at the time of sentencing of 
the penalties that will be imposed for any subsequent violation of the 
provisions of this section or any violation of section 18-8004, Idaho 
Code, which advice shall be signed by the defendant, and a copy retained. 
by the court and another copy retained by the prosecuting attorney; 
(d) Shall be required to undergo an alcohol evaluation and otherwise com-
ply with the requirements of sections 18-8005(9) and 18-8005(12), Idaho 
Code, as ordered by the court. 
(2) Any person who pleads guilty to or is found guilty of a violation of 
the provisions of subsection (1) (d) of section 18-8004, Idaho Code, who previ-
ously has been found guilty of or has pled guilty to a violation of the provi-
sions of section 18-8004 (1) (a), (b), (c) or (d), Idaho Code, or any substan-
tially conforming foreign criminal violation, as defined in section 
18-8005(8), Idaho Code, notwithstanding the form of the judgment or withheld 
judgment, is guilty of a misdemeanor; and: 
(a) Shall be sentenced to jail for a mandatory minimum period of five (5) 
days, as required by 23 U.S.C. section 164, not to exceed thirty (30) 
days; 
(b) Shall be fined an amount of not less than five hundred dollars ($500) 
nor more than two thousand dollars ($2,000); 
(c) Shall have his driving privileges suspended by the court for a period 
not to exceed two (2) years, one (1) year of which shall be absolute and 
shall not be reduced and during which period absolutely no driving privi-
leges of any kind may be granted; 
(d) Shall, while operating a motor vehicle, be required to drive only a 
motor vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock system, as 
provided in section 18-8008, Idaho Code, following the mandatory one (1) 
year license suspension period; and 
(e) Shall be advised by the court in writing at the time of sentencing of 
the penalties that will be imposed for subsequent violations of the provi-
sions of this section or section 18-8004, Idaho Code, which advice shall 
be signed by the defendant, and a copy retained by the court and another 
copy retained by the prosecuting attorney; 
(f) Shall undergo an alcohol evaluation and comply with the other 
requirements of subsections (9) and (12) of section 18-8005, Idaho Code. 
8 
1 (3) Any person who pleads guilty to or is found guilty of a violation of 
2 the provisions of subsection (1) (d) of section 18-8004, Idaho Code, who previ-
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3 ously has been found guilty of or has pled guilty to two (2) or more viola-
4 tions of the provisions of section 18-8004 (1) (a), (b), (c) or (d), Idaho 
5 Code, or any substantially conforming foreign criminal violation, within five 
6 (5) years, notwithstanding the form of the judgment or withheld judgment, 
7 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor; and: 
8 (a) Shall be sentenced to jail for a mandatory minimum period of ten (10) 
9 days, as required by 23 U.S.C. section 164, not to exceed six (6) months; 
10 (b) Shall be fined an amount of not less than one thousand dollars 
11 ($1,000) nor more than two thousand dollars ($2,000); 
12 (c) Shall surrender his driver's license or permit to the court; 
13 (d) Shall have his driving privileges suspended by the court' for a manda-
14 tory minimum period of one (1) year, during which period absolutely no 
15 driving privileges of any kind may be granted, or until such person 
16 reaches the age of twenty-one (21) years, whichever is greater; and 
17 (e) Shall, while operating a motor vehicle, be required to drive only a 
18 motor vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock system, as 
19 provided in section IS-800S, Idaho Code, following the mandatory one (1) 
20 year license suspension period; and 
21 (f) Shall undergo an alcohol evaluation and comply with all other 
22 requirements imposed by the court pursuant to sections IS-8005(9) and 
23 18-S005(12), Idaho Code. 
24 (4) All provisions of section 18-S005, Idaho Code, not otherwise in con-
25 flict with or provided for in this section shall apply to any sentencing 
26 imposed under the provisions of this section. 
27 (5) A person violating the provisions of section 18-8004 (1) (d), Idaho 
28 Code, may be prosecuted under title 20, Idaho Code. 
29 (6) Any person whose driving privileges are suspended, revoked, canceled 
30 or disqualified under the provisions of this chapter shall not be granted 
31 privileges to operate a commercial motor vehicle during the period of suspen-
32 sion, revocation, cancellation or disqualification. 
33 SECTION 3. That Section 18-S005, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby 
34 amended to read as follows: 
35 18-S005. PENALTIES. (1) Any person who pleads guilty to or is found 
36 guilty of a violation of the provisions of section 18-8004(1) (a) or (5), Idaho 
37 Code, for the first time is guilty of a misdemeanor; and, except as provided 
38 in section IS-8004C, Idaho Code: 
39 (a) May be sentenced to jail for not to .exceed six (6) months; 
40 (b) May be fined an amount not to exceed one thousand dollars ($1,000); 
41 (c) Shall be advised by the court in writing at the time of sentencing of 
42 the penalties that will be imposed for subsequent violations of the provi-
43 sions of section 18-8004, Idaho Code, which advice shall be signed by the 
44 defendant, and a copy retained by the court and another copy retained by 
45 the prosecuting attorney; and 
46 (d) Shall have his driving privileges suspended by the court for a period 
47 of thirty (30) days which shall not be reduced and during which thirty 
48 (30) day period absolutely no driving privileges of any kind may be 
49 granted. After the thirty (30) day period of absolute suspension of driv-
50 ing privileges has passed, the defendant shall have driving privileges 
51 suspended by the court for an additional period of at least sixty (60) 
52 days, not to exceed one hundred fifty (150) days during which the defend-
53 ant may request restricted driving privileges which the court may allow, 
9 
1 if the defendant shows by a preponderance of the evidence that driving 
2 privileges are necessary for his employment or for family health needs. 
3 (2) Any person who pleads guilty to or is found guilty of a violation of 
4 the provisions of section IS-8004(1) (bl, Idaho Code, for the first time is 
5 guilty of a misdemeanor and subject to: 
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6 (a) The provisions of section 18-8005 (1) (a), (b) and (c), Idaho Code; and 
7 (b) The provisions of section 49-335, Idaho Code. 
8 (3) Any person who pleads guilty to or is found guilty of a violation of 
9 the provisions of section 18-8004 (1) (c), Idaho Code, for the first time, is 
10 guilty of a misdemeanor and is subject to: 
11 (a) The provisions of section 18-S005 (1) (a), (b) and (c), Idaho Code; and 
12 (b) The provisions of section 49-335, Idaho Code. 
13 (4) Any person who pleads guilty to or is found guilty of a violation of 
14 the provisions of section lS-S004 (1) (a), (b) or (c), Idaho Code, who previ-
15 ously has been found guilty of or has pled guilty to a violation of the provi-
16 sions of section lS-S004 (1) (a), (b) or (c), Idaho Code, or any substantial.ly 
17 conforming foreign criminal violation within five (5) years, notwithstanding 
18 the form of the judgment(s) or withheld judgment(s), and except as provided in 
19 section lS-S004C, Idaho Code, is guilty of a misdemeanor; and, except as pro-
20 vided in section lS-S004C, Idaho Code: 
21 (a) Shall be sentenced to jail for a mandatory minimum period of not less 
22 than ten (10) days the first forty-eight (4S) hours of which must be con-
23 secutive, and five (5) days of which must be served in jail, as required 
24 by 23 U.S.C. section 164, and may be sentenced to not more than one (1) 
25 year, provided however, that in the discre~ion of the sentencing judge, 
26 the judge may authorize the defendant to be assigned to a work detail pro-
27 gram within the custody of the county sheriff during the period of incar-
28 ceration; 
29 (b) May be fined an amount not to exceed two thousand dollars ($2,000); 
30 (c) Shall be advised by the court in writing at the time of sentencing, 
31 of the penalties that will be imposed for subsequent violations of the 
32 provisions of section lS-8004, Idaho Code, which advice shall be signed by 
33 the defendant, and a copy retained by the court and another copy retained 
34 by the prosecuting attorney; 
35 (d) Shall surrender his driver's license or permit to the court; 
36 (e) Shall have his driving privileges suspended by the court for an addi-
37 tional mandatory minimum period of one (1) year after release from con-
3S finement, during which one (1) year period absolutely no driving privi-
39 leges of any kind may be granted; and 
40 (f) Shall, while operating a motor vehicle, be required to drive only a 
41 motor vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock system, as 
42 provided in section lS-S00S, Idaho Code, following the one (1) year manda-
43 tory license suspension period. 
44 (g) If the person has pled guilty or was found guilty for the second time 
45 within five (5) years of a violation of the provisions of section 
46 lS-S004 (1) (b) or (c), Idaho Code, then the provisions of section 49-335, 
47 Idaho Code, shall apply. 
4S (5) Except as provided in section lS-S004C, Idaho Code, any person who 
49 pleads guilty to or is found guilty of a violation of the provisions of sec-
50 tion lS-S004 (1) (a), (b) or (c), Idaho Code, who previously has been found 
51 guilty of or has pled guilty to two (2) or more violations of the provisions 
52 of section lS-S004 (1) (a), (b) or (c), Idaho Code, or any substantially con-
53 forming foreign criminal violation, or any combination thereof, within five 
54 (5) years, notwithstanding the form of the judgment(s) or withheld 
55 judgment(s), shall be guilty of a felony; and 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
S 
10 
(a) Shall be sentenced to the custody of the state board of correction 
for not to exceed five (5) years; provided that notwithstanding the provi-
sions of section 19-2601, Idaho Code, should the court impose any sentence 
other than incarceration in the state penitentiary, the defendant shall be 
sentenced to the county jail for a mandatory minimum period of not less 
than thirty (30) days, the first forty-eight (4S) hours of which must be 
consecutive, and ten (10) days of which must be served in jail, as 
required by 23 U.S.C. section 164; and further provided that notwithstand-
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29 
30 
31 
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33 
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ing the provisions of section 18-111, Idaho Code, a conviction under this 
section shall be deemed a felony; 
(b) May be f~ned an amount not to exceed five thousand dollars ($5,000); 
(c) Shall surrender his driver's license or permit to the court; and 
(d) Shall have his driving privileges suspended by the court for a manda-
tory minimum period of one (1) year after release from imprisonment, and 
may have his driving privileges suspended by the court for not to exceed 
five (5) years after release from imprisonment, during which time he shall 
have absolutely no driving privileges of any kind; and 
(e) Shall, while operating a motor vehicle, be required to drive only a 
motor vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock system, as 
provided in section 18-8008, Idaho Code; following the mandatory one (1) 
year license suspension period. 
(6) For the purpose of computation of the enhancement period in subsec-
tions (4), (5) and (7) of this section, the time that elapses between the date 
of commission of the offense and the date the defendant pleads guilty or is 
found guilty for the pending offense shall be excluded. If the determination 
of guilt against the defendant is reversed upon appeal, the time that elapsed 
between the date of the commission of the offense and the date the defendant 
pleads guilty or is found guilty following the appeal shall also be excluded. 
(7) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (4) and (5) of this 
section, any person who has pled guilty or has been found guilty of a felony 
violation of the provisions of section 18-8004, Idaho Code, a felony violation 
of the provisions of section 18-8004C, Idaho Code, a violation of the provi-
sions of section 18-8006, Idaho Code, a violation of the provisions of section 
18-4006 3. (b), Idaho Code, or any substantially conforming foreign criminal 
felony violation, and within ten (10) years pleads guilty or is found guilty 
of a further violation of the provisions of section 18-8004, Idaho Code, shall 
be guilty of a felony and shall be sentenced pursuant to subsection (5) of 
this section. 
(8) For the purpose of subsections (4), (5) and (7) of this section and 
the provisions of section 18-8004C, Idaho Code, a substantially conforming 
foreign criminal violation exists when a person has pled guilty to or has been 
found guilty of a violation of any federal law or law of another state, or any 
valid county, city, or town ordinance of another state substantially conform-
ing to the provisions of section 18-8004, Idaho Code. The determination of 
whether a foreign criminal violation is substantially conforming is a question 
of law to be determined by the court. 
(9) Any person who pleads guilty to or is found guilty of a violation of 
the provisions of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code, shall 
undergo, at his own expense, (or at county expense through the procedures set 
forth in chapters 34 and 35, title 31, Idaho Code,) and prior to the sentenc-
ing date, an alcohol evaluation by an alcohol evaluation facility approved by 
the Idaho department of health and welfare; provided however, if the defendant 
has no prior or pending charges with respect to the provisions of section 
18-8004, 18-8004C or 18-8006, Idaho Code, and the court has the records and 
information required under subsections (10) (a), (b) and (c) of this section or 
11 
1 possesses information from other reliable sources relating to the defendant's 
2 use or ftB,' U3e nonuse of alcohol or drugs which does not give the court any 
3 reason to believe that the defendant regularly abuses alcohol or drugs and is 
4 in need of treatment, the court may, in its discretion, waive the evaluation 
5 with respect to sentencing for a violation of section 18-8004 or 18-8004C(1), 
6 Idaho Code, and proceed to sentence the defendant. The court may also, in its 
7 discretion, waive the requirement of an alcohol evaluation with respect to a 
8 defendant's violation of the provisions of section 18-8004, 18-8004C or 
9 18-8006, Idaho Code, and proceed to sentence the defendant if the court has a 
10 presentence investigation report, substance abuse assessment, criminogenic 
11 risk assessment, or other assessment which evaluates the defendant's degree of 
0249 
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12 alcohol abuse and need for alcohol treatment conducted within twelve (12) 
13 months preceding the date of the defendpnt's sentencing. In the event an alco-
14 hoI evaluation indicates the need for alcohol treatment, the evaluation shall 
15 contain a recommendation by the evaluator as to the most appropriate treatment 
16 program, together with the estimated cost thereof, and recommendations for 
17 other suitable alternative treatment programs, together with the estimated 
18 costs thereof. The person shall request that a copy of the completed evalua-
19 tion be forwarded to the court. The court shall take the evaluation into con-
20 sideration in determining an appropriate sentence. If a copy of the completed 
21 evaluation has not been provided to the court, the court may proceed to sen-
22. tence the defendant; however, in such event, it shall be presumed that alcohol 
23 treatment is required unless the defendant makes a showing by a preponderance 
24 of evidence that treatment is not required. If the defendant has not made a 
25 good faith effort to provide the completed copy of the evaluation to the 
26 court, the court may consider the failure of the defendant to provide the 
27 report as an aggravating circumstance in determining an appropriate sentence. 
28 If treatment is ordered, in no event shall the person or facility doing the 
29 evaluation be the person or facility that provides the treatment unless this 
30 requirement is waived by the sentencing court, with the exception of federally 
31 recognized Indian tribes or federal military installations, where diagnosis 
32 and treatment are appropriate and available. Nothing herein contained shall 
33 preclude the use of funds authorized pursuant to the provisions of chapter 3, 
34 title 39, Idaho Code, for court-ordered alcohol treatment for indigent defend-
35 ants. 
36 (10) At the time of sentencing, the court shall be provided with the fol-
37 lowing information: 
38 (a) The results, if administered, of any evidentiary test for alcohol 
39 and/or drugs; 
40 (b) A computer or teletype or other acceptable copy of the person's driv-
41 ing record; 
42 (c) Information as to whether the defendant has pled guilty to or been 
43 found guilty of violation of the provisions of section 18-8004, 18-8004C 
44 or 18-8006, Idaho Code, or a similar offense withln the past five (5) 
45 years, notwithstanding the form of the judgment(s) or withheld 
46 judgment(s); and 
47 (d) The alcohol evaluation required in subsection (9) of this section, if 
48 any. 
49 (11) A minor may be prosecuted for a violation of the provisions of sec-
50 tion 18-8004 or 18-8004C, Idaho Code, under chapter 5, title 20, Idaho Code. 
51 In addition to any other penalty, if a minor pleads guilty to or is found 
52 guilty of a violation of the provisions of section 18-8004 (1) (a), (b) or (c) 
53 or 18-8004C, Idaho Code, he shall have his driving privileges suspended or 
54 denied for an additional one (1) year following the end of any period of sus-
55 pension or revocation existing at the time of the violation, or until he 
12 
1 reaches the age of twenty-one (21) years, whichever period is greater. During 
2 the period of additional suspension or denial, absolutely no driving privi-
3 leges shall be allowed. 
4 (12) In the event that the alcohol evaluation required in subsection (9) 
5 of this section recommends alcohol treatment, the court shall order the person 
6 to complete a treatment program in addition to any other sentence which may be 
7 imposed, unless the court determines that alcohol treatment would be inappro-
8 priate or undesirable, in which event, the court shall enter findings articu-
9 lating the reasons for such determination on the record. The court shall order 
10 the defendant to complete the preferred treatment program set forth in the 
11 evaluation, or a comparable alternative, unless it appears that the defendant 
12 cannot reasonably obtain adequate financial resources for such treatment. In 
13 that event, the court may order the defendant to complete a less costly alter-
14 native set forth In the evaluation, or a comparable program. Such treatment 
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15 shall, to the greatest extent possible, be at the expense of the defendant. In 
16 the event that funding is provided for or on behalf of the defendant by an 
17 entity of state government, restitution shall be ordered to such governmental 
18 entity in accordance with the restitution procedure for crime victims, as 
19 specified under chapter 53, title 19, Idaho Code. Nothing contained herein 
20 shall be construed as requiring a court to order. that a governmental entity 
21 shall provide alcohol treatment at government expense unless otherwise 
22 required by law. 
23 (13) Any person who is disqualified, or whose driving privileges have been 
24 suspended, revoked or canceled under the provisions of this chapter, shall not 
25 be granted restricted driving privileges to operate a commercial motor vehi-
26 cleo 
27 SECTION 4. That Section 49-105, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby 
28 amended to read as follows: 
29 49-105. DEFINITIONS -- D. 
30 (1) "Dealer" means every person in the business of buying, selling or 
31 exchanging five (5) or more new or used vehicles, new or used motorcycles, 
32 snow machines or motor scooters, travel trailers, all-terrain vehicles or 
33 motor homes in any calendar year, either outright or on conditional sale, 
34 bailment, lease, chattel mortgage, or otherwise, or who has an established 
35 place of business for the sale, lease, trade, or display of these vehicles. No 
36 insurance company, bank, finance company, public utilities company, or other 
37 person coming into possession of any vehicle, as an incident to its regular 
38 business, who shall sell that vehicle under any contractual rights it may 
39 have, shall be considered a dealer. See also "salvage pOOlL"7 section 49-120, 
40 Idaho Code. 
41 (2) "Dealer's selling agreement." (See "FranchiseL"7 section 4 9-107 , 
42 Idaho Code) 
43 (3) "Department" means the Idaho transportation department acting 
44 directly or through its duly authorized officers and agents, except in chap-
45 ters 6 and 9, title 49, Idaho Code, where the term means the Idaho state 
46 police, except as otherwise specifically provided. 
47 (4) "Designated family member" means the spouse, child, grandchild, par-
48 ent, brother or sister of the owner of a vehicle dealership who, in the event 
49 of the owner's death, is entitled to inherit the ownership interest in the 
50 dealership under the same terms of the owner's will, or who has been nominated 
51 in any other written instrument, or who, in the case of an incapacitated owner 
52 of a dealership, has been appointed by a court as the legal representative of 
53 the dealer's property. 
13 
1 (5) "Director" means the director of the Idaho transportation department, 
2 except in chapters 6, 9 and 22, title 49, Idaho Code, where the term means the 
3 director of the Idaho state police. 
4 (6) "Disclose" means to engage in any practice or conduct to make avail-
5 able and make known personal information contained in records of the depart-
6 ment about a person to any other person, organization or entity, by any means 
7 of communication. 
8 (7) "Disqualification" as defined in 49 CFR part 383, means withdrawal by 
9 the department of commercial vehicle driving privileges. 
10 (8) "Distributor" means any person, firm, association, corporation or 
11 trust, resident ·or nonresident, who has a franchise from a manufacturer of 
12 vehicles to distribute vehicles in this state, and who in whole or in part 
13 sells or distributes new vehicles to dealers or who maintains distributor rep-
14 resentatives. 
15 (9) "Distributor branch" means a branch office similarly maintained by a 
16 distributor for the same purposes a factory branch is maintained. 
17 (10) "Distributor representative" means any person, firm, association, 
.1 
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18 corporation or trust, and each officer and employee thereof engaged as a rep-
19 resentative of a distributor or distributor branch of vehicles for the purpose 
20 of making or promoting the sale of vehicles, or for supervising or contacting 
21 dealers or prospective dealers. 
22 (11) "District" means: 
23 (a) Business district. The territory contiguous to and including a high-
24 way when within any six hundred (600) feet along the highway there are 
25 buildings in use for business or industrial purposes, including hotels, 
26 banks or office buildings, railroad stations and public buildings which 
27 occupy at least three hundred (300) feet of frontage on one side or three 
28 hundred (300) feet collectively on both sides of the highway. 
29 (b) Residential district. The territory contiguous to and including a 
30 highway not comprising a business district when the property on the high-
31 way for a distance of three hundred (300) feet or more is in the main 
32 improved with residences, or residences and buildings in use for business. 
33 (c) Urban district. The territory contiguous to and including any highway 
34 which is built up with structures devoted to business, industry or dwell-
35 ing houses. For purposes of establishing speed limits in accordance with 
36 the provisions of section 49-654, Idaho Code, no state highway or any por-
37 tion thereof lying within the boundaries of an urban district is subject 
38 to the limitations which otherwise apply to nonstate highways within an 
39 urban district. Provided, this subsection shall not limit the authority of 
40 the duly elected officials of an incorporated city acting as a local 
41 authority to decrease speed limits on state highways passing through any 
42 district within the incorporated city. 
43 (12) "Documented vessel" means a vessel having a valid marine document as 
44 a vessel of the United states. 
45 (13) "Drag race" means the operation of two (2) or more vehicles from a 
46 point side by side at accelerating speeds in a competitive attempt to outdis-
47 tance each other, or the operation of one (1) or more vehicles over a common 
48 selected course, from the same point to the same point, for the purpose of 
49 comparing the relative speeds or power of acceleration of the vehicles within 
50 a certain distance or time limit. 
51 (14) "Driver" means every person who drives or is in actual physical con-
52 trol of a vehicle. 
53 (15) "Driver's license" means a license or permit issued by the department 
54 or by any other jurisdiction to an individual which authorizes the individual 
55 to operate a motor vehicle or commercial motor vehicle on the highways in 
14 
1 accordance with the requirements of title 49, Idaho Code. 
2 (16) "Driver's license -- -ef1asses of" are issued for the operation of a 
3 vehicle based on the size of the vehicle or the type of load and mean: 
4 (a) Class A. This license shall be issued and valid for the operation of 
5 any combination of motor vehicles with a manufacturer's gross combination 
6 weight rating (GCWR) in excess of twenty-six thousand (26,000) pounds, 
7 provided the manufacturer's gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of the 
8 vehicle(s) being towed is in excess of ten thousand (10,000) pounds. Per-
9 sons holding a valid class A license may also operate vehicles requiring a 
10 class B, C7 or D license. 
11 (b) Class B. This license shall be issued and valid for the operation of 
12 any single vehicle with a manufacturer's gross vehicle weight rating 
13 (GVWR) in excess of twenty-six thousand (26,000) pounds, or any such vehi-
14 cle towing a vehicle not in excess of ten thousand (10,000) pounds 
15 manufacturer's gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR). Persons holding a valid 
16 class B license may also operate vehicles requiring a class C license or a 
17 class D license. 
18 (c) Class C. This license shall be issued and valid for the operation of 
19 any single vehicle or combination of vehicles that does not meet the defi-
20 nition of class A or class B, as defined in this section, but that either 
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21 is designed to transport sixteen (16) or more people including the driver, 
22 or is of any size which does not meet the definition of class A or class B 
23 and is used in the transportation of materials found to be hazardous 
24 according to the hazardous material transportation act and which requires 
25 the motor vehicle to be placarded under the federal hazardous materials 
26 regulations 49 CFR part 172, subpart F. Persons holding a valid class C 
27 license may also operate vehicles requiring a class D license. 
28 (d) Class D. This license shall be issued and valid for the operation of 
29 a motor vehicle that is not a commercial vehicle as defined in section 
30 49-123, Idaho Code. 
31 (e) "Seasonal driver's license" means a special restricted class B or C 
32 driver's license to operate certain commercial vehicles in farm-related 
33 industries under restrictions imposed by the department. As used in this 
34 definition, "farm-related industry" shall mean custom harvesters, farm 
35 retail outlets and suppliers, agri-chemical businesses and livestock 
36 feeders. Seasonal driver's licenses are not valid for driving vehicles 
37 carrying any quantities of hazardous material requiring placarding, except 
38 for diesel fuel in quantities of one thousand (1,000) gallons or less, 
39 liquid fertilizers, i.e., plant nutrients, in vehicles or implements of 
40 husbandry with total capacities of three thousand (3,000) gallons or less, 
41 and solid fertilizers, i.e., solid plant nutrients, that are not mixed 
42 with any organic substance. 
43 (17) "Driver record" means any record that pertains to an individual's 
44 driver's license, driving permit, driving privileges, driving history, identi-
45 fication documents or other similar credentials issued by the department. 
46 (18) "Driver's license endorsements" means special authorizations that are 
47 required to be displayed on a driver's license which permit the driver to 
48 operate certain types of commercial vehicles or commercial vehicles hauling 
49 certain types of cargo, or to operate a motorcycle or a school bus. 
50 (a) "Endorsement T -- Double/t,!riple trailer" means this endorsement is 
51 required on a class A, B or C license to permit the licensee to operate a 
52 vehicle authorized to tow more than one (1) trailer. 
53 (b) "Endorsement H -- Hazardous material" means this endorsement is 
54 required on a class A, B or C license if the driver is operating a vehicle 
55 used in the transportation of materials found to be hazardous according to 
1 
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15 
the hazardous material transportation act and which requires the motor 
vehicle to be placarded under the federal hazardous materials regulations 
49 CFR part 172, subpart F. 
(c) "Endorsement P -- Passenger" means this endorsement is required on a 
class A, B or C license to permit the licensee to operate a vehicle 
designed to transport sixteen (16) or more people including the driver. 
(d) "Endorsement N -- Tank vehicle" means this endorsement is required on 
a class A, B or C license to permit the licensee to operate a vehicle 
which is designed to transport any liquid or gaseous materials within a 
tank that is either permanently or temporarily attached to the vehicle. 
Such vehicles include, but are not limited to, cargo tanks and portable 
tanks, as defined in federal regulations 49 CFR part 171. This definition 
does not include portable tanks having a rated capacity under one thousand 
(1,000) gallons. 
(e) "Endorsement M -- Motorcycle" means this endorsement is required on a 
driver's license to permit the driver to operate a motorcycle. 
(f) "Endorsement S -- School bus" means this endorsement is required on a 
class A, B or C license to permit the licensee to operate a school bus in 
accordance with 49 CFR part 383, to transport preprimary, primary or sec-
ondary school students from home to school, from school to home, or to and 
from school-sponsored events. School bus does not include a bus used as a 
common carrier. 
(19) "Driveway" means a private road giving access from a public way to a 
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24 building on abutting grounds. 
25 (20) "Dromedary tractor" means every motor vehicle designed and used pri-
26 marily for drawing a semitrailer and so constructed as to carry manifested 
27 cargo in addition to a part of the weight of the semitrailer. 
28 SECTION 5. That Section 49-306, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby 
29 amended to read as follows: 
30 49-306. APPLICATION FOR DRIVER'S LICENSE, INSTRUCTION PERMIT, OR 
31 RESTRICTED SCHOOL ATTENDANCE DRIVING PERMIT. (1) Every application for any 
32 instruction permit, restricted school attendance driving permit, or for a dri-
33 ver's license shall be made upon a form furnished by the department and shall 
34 be verified by the applicant before a person authorized to administer oaths. 
35 Officers and employees of the department and sheriffs and their deputies are 
36 authorized to administer the oaths without charge. Every application for a 
37 permit, extension or driver's license shall be accompanied by the following 
38 fee, none of which is refundable: 
39 (a) Class A, B, C (4-year) license with endorsements - age 21 years and 
40 older ............................................................. $28.50 
41 (b) Class A, B, C (3-year) license with endorsements - age 18 to 21 years 
42 ................................................................... $20.50 
43 (c) Class A, B, C (I-year) license with endorsements - age 20 years 
44 ................................................................... $12.25 
45 (d) Class D (3-year) license under age 18 years ................ $20.50 
46 (e) Class D (3-year) license - age 18 to 21 years ................ $20.50 
47 (f) Class D (I-year) license - age 17 years or age 20 years ...... $12.25 
48 (g) Four-year Class D license - age 21 years and older ........... $24.50 
49 (h) Eight-year Class D license - age 21 to 63 years .............. $45.00 
50 (i) Class A, B, C instruction permit ............................. $19.50 
51 (j) Class D instruction permit or supervised instruction permit 
52 .................................................................. $11.50 
53 (k) Duplicate driver's license or permit issued under section 49-318, 
16 
1 Idaho Code ........................................................ $11.50 
2 (1) Driver's license extension issued under section 49-319, Idaho Code 
3 ................................................................... $ 6.50 
4 (m) License classification change (upgrade) ...................... $15.50 
5 (n) Endorsement addition ......................................... $11.50 
6 (0) Class A, B, C skills tests ..................... not more than $55.00 
7 (p) Class D skills test .......................................... $15.00 
8 (q) Motorcycle endorsement skills test ........................... $ 5.00 
9 (r) Knowledge test ........ " ....................................... $ 3.00 
10 (s) Seasonal driver's license ..............................•..... $27.50 
11 (t) One time motorcycle "M" endorsement .......................... $11.50 
12 (u) Motorcycle endorsement instruction permit .................... $11.50 
13 (v) Restricted driving permit or restricted school attendance driving 
14 permit ............................................................ $35.00 
15 (2) Every application shall state the true and full name, date of birth, 
16 sex, declaration of Idaho residency, Idaho residence address and mailing 
17 address, if different, of the applicant, height, weight, hair color, and eye 
18 color, and the applicant's social security number as verified by the 
19 applicant's social security card or by the social security administration. 
20 (a) The requirement that an applicant provide a social security number as 
21 verified by his social security card or by the social security administra-
22 tion shall apply only to applicants who have been assigned a social secu-
23 rity number. 
24 (b) An applicant who has not been assigned a social security number 
25 shall: 
26 (i) Present written verification from the social security adminis-
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27 tration that the applicant has not been assigned a social security 
28 number; and 
29 (ii) Submit a birth certificate, passport or other documentary evi-
30 dence issued by an entity other than a state or the United States; 
31 and 
32 (iii) Submit such proof as the department may require that the appli-
33 cant is lawfully present in the United States. 
34 A driver's license or any instruction permit issued on and after January 
35 1, 1993, shall not contain an applicant's social security number. Applications 
36 on file shall be exempt from disclosure except as provided in sections 49-202, 
37 49-203, 49-203A and 49-204, Idaho Code. 
38 Every application for a class A, B or C license shall state where the 
39 applicant has been licensed for the preceding ten (10) years and all applica-
40 tions shall also state whether the applicant has previously been licensed as a 
41 driver, and if so, when and by what state or country, and whether a driver's 
42 license or privileges have ever been suspended, revoked, denied, disqualified, 
43 canceled or whether an application has ever been refused, and if so, the date 
44 of and reason for the suspension, revocation, denial, disqualification, can-
45 cellation or refusal and the applicant's oath that all information is correct 
46 as signified by the applicant's signature. 
47 The applicant may be required to submit proof of identity acceptable to 
48 the examiner or the department and date of birth as set forth in a certified 
49 copy of his birth certificate when obtainable, or another document which pro-
50 vides satisfactory evidence of a person's date of birth acceptable to the 
51 examiner or the department. 
52 (c) Individuals required to register in compliance with section 3 of the 
53 federal military selective service act, 50 U.S.C. App. 451 et seq., as 
54 amended, shall be provided an opportunity to fulfill such registration 
55 requirements in conjunction with an application for a driver's license or 
17 
1 instruction permit. Any registration information so supplied shall be 
2 transmitted by the department to the selective service system. 
3 (3) Whenever an application is received from a person previously licensed 
4 in another jurisdiction, the department shall request a copy of the driver's 
5 record from the other jurisdiction and shall contact the national driver reg-
6 ister. When received, the driver's record from the previous jurisdiction shall 
7 become a paEt of the driver's record in this state with the same force and 
8 effect as though entered on the driver's record in this state in the original 
9 instance. 
10 (4) Whenever the department receives a request for a driver's record from 
11 another licensing jurisdiction, the record shall be forwarded without charge. 
12 (5) The department shall contact and notify the commercial driver license 
13 information system of the proposed application for a class A, B or C driver's 
14 license to ift3UrC ensure identification of the person and to obtain clearance 
15 to issue the license. 
16 (6) When the fees required under this section are collected by a county 
17 officer, they shall be paid over to the county treasurer not less often than 
18 monthly, who shall immediately: 
19 (a) Deposit an amount equal to five dollars ($5.00) from each driver's 
20 license except an eight-year class D license, or any class D instruction 
21 permit application fees, application for a duplicate driver's license or 
22 permit, classification change, seasonal driver's license and additional 
23 endorsement, and ten dollars ($10.00) from each eight-year class D dri-
24 ver's license, in the current expense fund; and 
25 (b) Deposit two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) from each motorcycle 
26 endorsement and motorcycle endorsement instruction permit fee in the cur-
27 rent expense fund; and 
28 (c) Deposit an amount equal to three dollars ($3.00) from each fee for a 
29 knowledge test in the current expense fund; and 
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30 (d) Deposit an amount equal to five dollars ($5.00) from each fee for a 
31 motorcycle endorsement skills test in the current expense fund; provided 
32 however, if a contractor administers the skills test he shall be entitled 
33 to the five dollar ($5.00) fee; and 
34 (e) Remit the remainder to the state treasurer; and 
35 (f) Deposit eleven dollars and fifty cents ($11.50) from each fee for a 
36 class D skills test into the county current expense fundr unless the test 
37 is administered by a department-approved contractor r in which case the 
38 contractor shall be entitled to eleven dollars and fifty cents ($11.50) of 
39 each fee. 
40 (7) When the fees required under this section are collected by a state 
41 officer or agency, they shall be paid over to the state treasurer. 
42 (8) The state treasurer shall distribute the moneys received from fees 
43 imposed by the provisions of this section r whether collected by a county offi-
44 cer or by a state officer or agency as follows: 
45 (a) Two dollars ($2.00) of each fee for a four-year driver's license or 
46 seasonal driver's licenser and four dollars ($4.00) of each fee for an 
47 eight-year class 0 driver's licenser and one dollar and fifty cents 
48 ($1.50) of each fee charged for driver's licenses pursuant to subsections 
49 (1) (b) r (d) and (e) of this section r and fifty cents (50¢1. of each fee 
50 charged for driver's licenses pursuant to subsections (1) (c) and (f) of 
51 this section r shall be deposited in the emergency medical services fund II 
52 created in section 56-1018Ar Idaho Code, and four dollars ($4.00) of each 
53 fee charged pursuant to subsections (1) (a) r (g) and (s) of this section 
54 and eight dollars ($8.00) of each fee charged pursuant to subsection 
55 (1) (h) of this section and three dollars ($3.00) of each fee for driver's 
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licenses pursuant to subsections (1) (b) r (d) and (e) of this section r and 
one dollar ($1.00) of each fee charged for driver's licenses pursuant to 
subsections (1) (c) and (f) of this section shall be deposited in the emer-
gency medical services fund III created in section 56-1018B r Idaho Code; 
and 
(b) Sixteen dollars and fifty cents ($16.50) of each fee for a seasonal 
or class A, B or C driver's licenser and ten dollars ($10.00) of each fee 
charged for a license pursuant to subsection (1) (b) of this section, and 
five dollars and forty-one cents ($5.41) of each fee charged for a license 
pursuant to subsection (1) (c) of this section shall be deposited in the 
state highway fund; and 
(c) Ten dollars and fifty cents ($10.50) of each fee for a class A, B or 
C instruction permit or driver's license classification change shall be 
deposited in the state highway fund; and 
(d) Four dollars ($4.00) of each fee for a class A, B or C instruction 
permit shall be deposited in the emergency medical services fund III cre-
ated in section 56-1018B, Idaho Code; and 
(e) Six dollars and fifty cents ($6.50) of each fee for a duplicate sea-
sonal or class A, B or C driver's licenser class A, B or C driver's 
license extension, or additional endorsement shall be deposited in the 
state highway fund; and 
(f) Four dollars ($4.00) of each fee for 
motorcycle endorsement instruction permit 
highway fund; and 
a motorcycle endorsement and 
shall be deposited in the state 
(g) Five dollars and thirty cents ($5.30) of each fee for a four-year 
class D driver's license, and ten dollars and sixty cents ($10.60) of each 
fee for an eight-year class 0 driver's license, and four dollars ($4.00) 
of each fee charged for a license pursuant to subsections (1) (d) and (e) 
of this section, and one dollar and thirty-three cents ($1.33) of each fee 
charged for a license pursuant to subsection (1) (f) of this section shall 
be deposited in the driver training fundi and 
(h) Seven dollars and twenty cents ($7.20) of each fee for a four-year 
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class D driver's license, and ten dollars and forty cents ($10.40) of each 
fee for an eight-year class D driver's license, and six dollars ($6.00) of 
each fee charged for a license pursuant to subsections (1) (d) and (e) of 
this section, and four dollars and eight cents ($4.08) of each fee charged 
for a license pursuant to subsection (1) (f) of this section shall be 
deposited in the highway distribution fund; and 
(i) Two dollars and sixty cents ($2.60) of each fee for a class D 
instruction permit, duplicate class D license or permit, and class D 
license extension shall be deposited in the driver training fund; and 
(j) Three dollars and ninety cents ($3.90) of each fee for a class D 
instruction permit, duplicate class D license or permit, and class D 
license extension shall be deposited in the highway distribution fund; and 
(k) Five dollars ($5.00) of each fee for a class A, B or C skills test 
shall be deposited in the state highway fund; and 
(1) One dollar ($1.00) of each fee for a class A, B, C or four-year D 
driver's license, and two dollars ($2.00) of each fee for an eight-year 
class D driver's license, and one dollar ($1.00) of each fee charged for a 
license pursuant to subsections (1) (b), (d) and (e) of this section, and 
thirty-four cents (34¢l of each fee charged for a license pursuant to sub-
sections (1) (c) and (f) of this section shall be deposited in the motor-
cycle safety program fund established in section 33-4904, Idaho Code; and 
(m) Three dollars and fifty cents ($3.50) of each fee for a class D 
skills test shall be deposited into the state highway fund. 
19 
1 (9) The contractor administering a class A, B or C skills test shall be 
2 entitled to not more than fifty dollars ($50.00) of the skills test fee. A 
3 contractor administering a class A, B or C skills test may collect an addi-
4 tional fee for the use of the contractor's vehicle for the skills test. 
5 (10) Thirty-five dollars ($35.00) of each restricted driving permit and 
6 each restricted school attendance driving permit shall be deposited in the 
7 state highway fund. 
8 (11) The department may issue seasonal class B or C driver's licenses to 
9 drivers who are employees of agri-chemical businesses, custom harvesters, farm 
10 retail outlets and suppliers, and livestock feeders that: 
11 (a) Will only be valid for driving commercial vehicles that normally 
12 require class B or C commercial driver's licenses; 
13 (b) Will be valid for seasonal periods that begin on the date of issuance 
14 and that are not to exceed one hundred eighty (180) days in a twelve (12) 
15 month period; 
16 (c) May only be obtained twice in a driver's lifetime; 
17 (d) Are valid only within a one hundred fifty (150) mile radius of the 
18 place of business or farm being serviced; and 
19 (e) Will be valid only in conjunction with valid Idaho class D driver's 
20 licenses. 
21 (12) The department may issue seasonal class B or C driver's licenses to 
22 drivers who: 
23 (a) Have not violated the single license provisions of applicable federal 
24 regulations; 
25 (b) Have not had any license suspensions, revocations or cancellations; 
26 (c) Have not had any convictions in any vehicle for any offense listed in 
27 section 49-335(1) or (2), Idaho Code, or anyone (1) serious traffic 
28 offense; 
29 (d) Have at least one (1) year of driving experience with a class D or 
30 equivalent license in any type motor vehicle; and 
31 (e) Are at least sixteen (16) years old. 
32 SECTION 6. That Section 49-313, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby 
33 amended to read as follows: 
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34 49-313. EXAMINATION OF APPLICANTS. (1) The sheriff, his deputy or autho-
35 rized agents of the department shall examine every applicant for an instruc-
36 tion permit, restricted school attendance driving permit, seasonal driver's 
37 license, or a driver's license or a motorcycle endorsement, except as other-
38 wise provided by law. The examination shall include a test of the applicant's 
39 eyesight, his ability to read and understand highway signs regulating, warn-
40 ing, and directing traffic. A skills test shall be required for an applicant 
41 who has not been previously licensed for the class of license requested! or 
42 who holds a license issued by another country unless a reciprocal agreement is 
43 in force. However! a skills test may be required for any and all'other appli-
44 cants at the discretion of the examiner or department for a class A! B, C or 0 
45 driver's license or a motorcycle endorsement. In addition! the applicant's 
46 knowledge of traffic laws of this state and when a motorcycle endorsement is 
47 applied for, the applicant's knowledge of safe motorcycle operating praCLlces 
48 and traffic laws specifically relating to motorcycle operation shall be tested 
49 by a written examination! except as provided in section 49-319! Idaho Code. At 
50 the discretion of the examiner! the prescribed written examination may be con-
51 ducted orally. 
52 (2) The knowledge and skills examinations for applicants for driver's 
53 licenses in class A! B or C shall be conducted in compliance with 49 CFR part 
20 
1 383. 
2 (3) The skills test for a class A! B, C or 0 driver's license or for any 
3 endorsement shall be given by the department or its authorized agents. The 
4 skills examiner for a motorcycle endorsement shall be certified by the depart-
5 ment of education. 
6 (4) The department shall not issue ft the following endorsements except as 
7 provided: 
8 (a) A tank! double/triple trailer, or hazardous material endorsement 
9 unless the applicant! in addition to all other applicable qualifications! 
10 has passed an appropriate knowledge test. '{'he department shall net issue a 
11 (b) A passenger endorsement unless the applicant! in addition to all 
12 other applicable qualifications! has passed an appropriate knowledge and 
13 skills test. 
14 (c) A school bus endorsement unless the applicant, in addition to all 
15 other applicable qualifications, has passed appropriate knowledge and 
16 skills tests. Until September 30, 2005, the department may waive the 
17 school bus endorsement skills test requirement if the applicant meets the 
18 conditions set forth in accordance with 49 CFR part 383.123. 
19 (5) Any person failing to pass a knowledge or skills test for a class A, 
20 B, C or 0 driver's license, or a knowledge test for a seasonal driver's 
21 license! or any endorsement may not retake the test within three (3) business 
22 days of the failure. 
23 (6) Any person retaking a knowledge or skills test for a driver's license 
24 shall pay the appropriate testing fee as specified in section 49-306, Idaho 
25 Code. 
26 (7) The motorcycle skills test for a motorcycle endorsement shall be 
27 waived by the department: 
28 (a) On and after September 1, 1998! if the applicant presents satisfac-
29 tory evidence of successful completion of a recognized motorcycle rider 
30 training course approved by the department of education; 
31 (b) On and after September 1, 1998, if the applicant presents evidence of 
32 a motorcycle endorsement on his current license by a state or province 
33 which requires a motorcycle skills test equivalent to that required by 
34 Idaho law as determined by the department of education; 
35 (c) Until September 1! 1998. 
36 (8) At the discretion of the department, an alternate skills test for the 
37 motorcycle endorsement maybe administered when the endorsement is for opera-
38 tion of a three-wheeled motorcycle only. 
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39 (9) The department or its authorized agents may refuse to give an appli-
40 cant a skills test if there are reasonable grounds to believe that the safety 
41 of the applicant, public, or the examiner would be jeopardized by doing so. 
42 Reasonable grounds would include, but not be limited to, the applicant's 
43 inability to pass the eye test, written tests, or a statement by a licensed 
44 physician stating the applicant is not physically able to drive a motor vehi-
45 cle. 
46 (10) The department or its authorized agents may deny issuance or renewal 
47 of a driver's license or endorsement to any applicant who does not meet the 
48 licensing requirements for the class of driver's license or endorsement being 
49 renewed or issued. 
50 (11) Skills examinations for seasonal driver's licenses shall be waived. 
51 SECTION 7. That Section 49-325, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby 
52 amended to read as follows: 
53 49-325. MANDATORY REVOCATION BY DEPARTMENT -- TEMPORARY RESTRICTED PER-
21 
1 MIT. (1) The department shall revoke the operating privilege of any driver 
2 upon receiving a record of the person's conviction of any of the following 
3 offenses, when the conviction has become final, if the court has not ordered 
4 the suspension or revocation of the privilege: 
5 (a) Vehicular manslaughter; 
6 (b) Any felony in the commission of which a motor vehicle is used, except 
7 that a court of competent jurisdiction shall have exclusive authority to 
8 suspend or revoke operating privileges upon conviction of a violation of 
9 the provisions of section 18-8004 or 18-8006, Idaho Code; 
10 (c) Perjury or the making of a false affidavit or statement under oath to 
11 the department under any law relating to the ownership or operation of 
12 motor vehicles; 
13 (d) Conviction, or forfeiture of bail, upon three (3) charges of reckless 
14 driving committed within a period of twelve (12) months; 
15 (e) Conviction of a violation of the provisions of section 49-1301, Idaho 
16 Code. Revocation in this event shall be for a period of not less than one 
17 (1) year. 
18 (2) Whenever any driver'~ license, permit or operating privilege has been 
19 revoked by the department on the basis of subsections (1) (b) through (1) (e) 
20 ~ of this section, the department may issue a temporary restricted permit, 
21 except when restricted operating privileges are specifically prohibited by 
22 other provisions of law. 
23 (~~) A temporary restricted permit shall specify the restrictions as to 
24 time and area of use and any further restrictions as the department, in 
25 its discretion, may impose. 
26 (b) A temporary restricted permit may be issued to grant noncommercial 
27 driving privileges, but no temporary restricted permit shall be issued 
28 which grants driving privileges to operate a commercial motor vehicle. 
29 SECTION 8. That Section 49-326, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby 
30 amended to read as follows: 
31 49-326. AUTHORITY OF DEPARTMENT TO SUSPEND, DISQUALIFY OR REVOKE DRIVER'S 
32 LICENSE AND PRIVILEGES. (1) If the court has not ordered the suspension of a 
33 license or privileges, the department is authorized to suspend, disqualify or 
34 revoke the license or privileges of a driver without preliminary hearing upon 
35 a showing by its records or other sufficient evidence that the driver: 
36 (a) Has committed an offense for which mandatory revocation, suspension 
37 or disqualification of license or privileges is required upon conviction, 
38 court order or administrative action; 
39 (b) Has been convicted in any court in this state of an offense against a 
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municipal ordinance which would have been grounds for suspension, revoca-
tion or disqualification of his driver's license or privileges had the 
charge been prosecuted under a state law; 
(c) Is incompetent to drive a motor vehicle; 
1. Any person who in the opinion of the department, based upon rec-
ommendation of the person's personal physician, is afflicted with or 
subject to any condition which brings about momentary or prolonged 
lapses of consciousness or control, which is or may become chronic, 
or when the person is suffering from a physical or mental disability 
or disease serving to prevent him from exercising reasonable and 
ordinary control over a motor vehicle while operating it upon the 
streets and highways, or any person who is unable to understand high-
way signs, warning, regulating or directing traffic, is incompetent 
to drive a motor vehicle. 
22 
1 2. Any person who shall not have minimum visual acuity with or with-
2 out corrective lenses of 20/40 in at least one (1) eye as determined 
3 by the Snellen system or other available systems is incompetent to 
4 operate a motor vehicle, however, the department shall have the 
5 authority to license such person upon the recommendation of an oph-
6 thalmologist or qualified physician and upon passage of a skills 
7 test. At 20/70 or more in both eyes with or without corrective lenses 
8 the department may suspend the driver's license and privileges. Any 
9 ' person who applies for or receives any type of tax, welfare or other 
10 benefits or exemptions for the blind shall be conclusively presumed 
11 incompetent to operate a motor vehicle. 
12 3. Any person, department, or political subdivision of the state of 
13 Idaho who receives an application for any type of tax, welfare, aid 
14 or other benefits or exemptions for the blind shall immediately for-
15 ward the name, address, sex, date of birth, and date of application 
16 of the applicant to the department; 
17 (d) Has permitted an unlawful or fraudulent use of a driver's license; 
18 (e) Has committed an offense in another state or jurisdiction as evi-
19 denced by a conviction, court order or administrative action, which if 
20 committed in Idaho would be grounds for suspension, disqualification or 
21 revocation; 
22 (f) Has been convicted of the offense of reckless driving, or fleeing or 
23 attempting to elude a peace officer, and providing that the operating 
24 privilege shall be suspended for a period of thirty (30) days upon convic-
25 tion and providing further, that if a second conviction occurs within a 
26 two (2) year period of time from the time of the first conviction, the 
27 suspension shall be for ninety (90) days, and if a third conviction shall 
28 occur within a three (3) year period of time from the time of the first 
29 conviction, the period of suspension shall be for one (1) year; 
30 (g) Has failed to satisfy a judgment as set forth in chapter 12, title 
31 49, Idaho Code; 
32 (h) Has failed to maintain proof of financial responsibility as set forth 
33 in chapter 12, title 49, Idaho Code; 
34 (i) Has a driving record which shows a violation point count of twelve 
35 (12) or more points in any consecutive twelve (12) month period; 
36 (j) Is an habitual violator of traffic laws; 
37 (k) Has been convicted of the offense of violation of a restricted 
38 license and providing the driver's license and privileges be suspended for 
39 a period of thirty (30) days; 
40 (1) Has been convicted for the offense of leaving the scene of an acci-
41 . dent involving damages to a vehicle, the period of revocation shall be one 
42 (1) year; 
43 (m) Has been convicted for the offense of leaving the scene of an acci-
44 dent resulting in injury or death, the period of revocation shall be one 
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(1) year; 
(n) Is under the age of eighteen (18) years and is not satisfactorily 
enrolled in school, has not received a waiver pursuant to or has not com-
pleted school as provided in section 49-303A, Idaho Code; 
(0) Was cited under the age of seventeen (17) years and subsequently 
received a conviction involving a moving traffic violation arising out of 
the operation of a motor vehicle, and providing the driver shall be sent a 
written warning from the Idaho transportation department for a first con-
viction; the driver's license shall be suspended for a period of thirty 
(30) days for a second conviction; and the driver's license shall be sus-
pended for a period of sixty (60) days for a third or subsequent convic-
23 
1 tion; and providing further that no restricted driving privileges shall be 
2 issued during any period of suspension hereunder. 
3 (2) A violation point is assessed for conviction of any charge or with 
4 proof of any infraction involving a moving traffic violation. A value of one 
5 (1) point shall be given for a less serious violation and up to four (4) 
6 points for a more serious violation. Conviction or proof of infraction for 
7 only one (1) violation arising from one (1) occasion of arrest or citation 
8 shall be counted in determining the violation point count. 
9 (3) The department is authorized and directed to establish a violation 
10 pOlnL count system for various moving traffic violations and infractions 
11 occurring either within or without the state of Idaho, affecting all holders 
12 of driver's licenses issued by the department. 
13 (4) Notification of suspension, revocation, cancellation or disqualifica-
14 tion. Upon suspending, revoking, canceling or disqualifying the driver's 
15 license or driving privileges of any person, the department shall immediately 
16 notify the applicant or licensee in writing, at the licensee's address on file 
17 with the department pursuant to section 49-320, Idaho Code, Upon his request 
18 the department shall afford him an opportunity for a hearing before a hearing 
19 officer appointed by the director. The hearing may be held by telephone within 
20 twenty (20) days after receipt of the request, unless this period is for good 
21 cause shown, extended by the hearing officer for one ten-day period. The 
22 notice and hearing shall be required prior to the imposition of additional 
23 suspension or disqualification periods beyond the periods as set forth in this 
24 section. Upon a hearing the hearing officer may administer oaths, may issue 
25 subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses and the production of relevant books 
26 and papers, and may require a reexamination of the licensee. Upon the hearing 
27 the department shall either rescind its order or, with good cause, may affirm 
28 or extend the suspension or disqualification of the driver's license or revoke 
29 the driver's license. 
30 Whenever a driver's license, permit or driving privilege has been sus-
31 pended or revoked by the department as provided in this section, other than as 
32 set forth in subsection (1) (c), (d), (g), (h), (m), (n) or (0) of this 
33 section, the department may issue a temporary restricted permit restricting 
34 the time, area and purpose of use. The application, eligibility requirements 
35 and form of the temporary restricted permit shall be provided by administra-
36 tive rule. A temporary restricted permit may be issued to grant noncommercial 
37 driving privileges, but no temporary restricted permit shall be issued which 
38 grants driving privileges to operate a commercial motor vehicle. 
39 (5) The department shall not suspend or revoke a driver's license or 
40 privileges for a period of more than one (1) year, unless otherwise provided 
41 by law. The provisions of this subsection shall not be applicable with resrect 
42 to the issuance of temporary restricted permits as provided in section 49-325, 
43 Idaho Code, nor shall it be applicable to those suspensions placed on an 
44 individual's record for the purpose of administering suspensions ordered to 
45 take effect after an individual's release from confinement or imprisonment 
46 pursuant to chapter 80, title 18, Idaho Code. 
47 (6) The department shall not disqualify a driver for a period longer than 
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48 specified by 49 CFR part 383. 
49 SECTION 9. That Section 49-335, Idaho Code, be, and the same is hereby 
50 amended to read as follows: 
51 49-335. DISQUALIFICATIONS AND PENALTIES -- COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S LICENSE. 
52 (1) Any person who operates a commercial motor vehicle ftfid or who holds a 
53 class A, B or C driver's license is disqualified from operating a commercial 
24 
1 motor vehicle for a period of not less than one (1) year if convicted in the 
2 form of a judgment or withheld judgment of a first violation under any state 
3 or federal law of: 
4 (a) Operating a COlllfflc:tcial motor vehicle vJhile under the influence of 
5 alcohol or a controlled substance; 
6 (b) Operating a commercial motor vehicle while the alcohol concentration 
7 of the person's blood, breath or bodily substance is 0.04 or more; 
8 (c) Leaving the scene of an accident involving a C6111fflc:tcial motor vehicle 
9 driven by the person; 
10 (d) Using a commercial motor vehicle in the commission of any felony. 
11 (2) Any person who operates a commercial motor vehicle ftfid or who holds a 
12 class A, B or C driver's license is disqualified from operating a cOM~ercial 
13 motor vehicle for a period of not less than one (1) year if the person refuses 
14 to submit to a test to determine the driver's alcohol concentration while 
15 operating a COllllllc:tcial motor vehicle. 
16 (3) If any of the offenses specified in subsection (1) or (2) of this 
17 section occurred while transporting a hazardous material required to be 
18 placarded, the person is disqualified for a period of not less than three (3) 
19 years. 
20 (4) A person is disqualified for the period of time specified in 49 CFR 
21 part 383 if found to have committed two (2) or more of any of the offenses 
22 specified in subsection (1) or (2) of this section, or any combination of 
23 those offenses, arising from two (2) or more separate incidents. 
24 (5) A person is disqualified for the period of time specified in 49 CFR 
25 part 383 from operating a commercial motor vehicle who uses a cOfflfflc:tcial motor 
26 vehicle in the commission of any felony involving the manufacture, distribu-
27 tion, or dispensing of a controlled substance, or possession of a controlled 
28 substance with the intent to manufacture, distribute or dispense such con-
29 trolled substance. 
30 (6) A person is disqualified from operating a commercial motor vehicle 
31 for a period of not less than sixty (60) days if convicted of two (2) serious 
32 traffic violations, or one hundred twenty (120) days if convicted of three (3) 
33 or more serious traffic violations, committed in a commercial motor vehicle 
34 arising from separate incidents occurring within a three (3) year period. ~ 
35 conviction for reckless driving shall be considered a serious traffic viola-
36 tion if committed while operating a commercial motor vehicle or a noncommer-
37 cial motor vehicle, as specified in 49 CFR part 383. 
38 (7) A person who drives, operates, or is in physical control of a commer-
39 cial motor vehicle within this state while having any detectable amount of 
40 alcohol in his system or who refuses to submit to an alcohol test must be 
41 placed out of service for twenty-four (24) hours and be subject to the provi-
42 sions of section 18-8002, Idaho Code. 
43 (8) A person who is convicted in the form of a judgment or withheld judg-
44 ment of a violation of an out-of-service order while driving a commercial 
45 motor vehicle is disqualified for not less than: 
46 (a) Ninety (90) days nor more than one (1) year for a first conviction; 
47 (b) One (1) year nor more than five (5) years for a second conviction 
48 arising from separate incidents during any ten (10) year period; 
49 (c) Three (3) years nor more than five (5) years for three (3) or more 
50 convictions arising from separate incidents during any ten (10) year 
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51 period. 
52 (9) A person who is convicted in the form of a judgment or withheld judg-
53 ment of a violation of an out-of-service order while driving a commercial 
54 motor vehicle and while transporting hazardous materials required to be 
55 placarded under the hazardous materials transportation act, or while operating 
25 
1 motor vehicles designed to transport sixteen (16) or more people including the 
2 driver, is disqualified for not less than: 
3 (a) One hundred eighty (180) days nor more than two (2) years for a first 
4 conviction; 
5 (b) Three (3) years nor more than five (5) years for subsequent convic-
6 tions arising from separate incidents in any ten (10) year period. 
7 (10) A person is disqualified from operating a cOffiITtercial motor vehicle if 
8 convicted of a railroad grade crossing violation as specified in 49 CFR part 
9 383 or applicable state laws while operating a commercial motor vehicle. The 
10 disqualification shall be for a period of: 
11 (a) Sixty (60) days for a first conviction; 
12 (b) One hundred twenty (120) days for a second conviction during any 
13 three (3) year period; 
14 (c) One (1) year for a third or subsequent conviction during any three 
15 (3) year period. 
16 (11) A person is additionally disqualified from operating a commercial 
17 motor vehicle in accordance with 49 CFR part 383 if such person is convicted 
18 of operating a commercial motor vehicle during a time when such person's class 
19 A, B or C driving privileges were revoked, suspended or canceled or during a 
20 time when such person was disqualified from operating a commercial motor vehi-
21 cleo 
22 (12) A person is additionally disqualified from operating a commercial 
23 motor vehicle in accordance with 49 CFR part 383 if convicted of causing a 
24 fatality through the negligent operation of a commercial motor vehicle. Such 
25 negligent operation of a commercial motor vehicle may include, but is not lim-
26 ited to, the crimes of motor vehicle manslaughter, homicide by motor vehicle, 
27_ or negligent homicide by motor vehicle. 
Statement of Purpose / Fiscal Impact 
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
RS 15237 
This legislation will implement new federal requirements for 
commercial driver licensing brought about by the Motor Carrier 
Safety Improvement Act (MCSIA) of 1999. State implementation of 
subsequent federal regulations is required no later than 
September 30, 2005. The provisions include various Commercial 
Driver's License (COL) disqualifications for new major offenses 
and serious traffic violations; a new school bus COL endorsement; 
a ten-year license record check; civil and criminal penalties on 
CMV drivers; and application of certain non-CMV driving 
convictions to determine driver disqualification. Non-compliance 
will result in a loss of federal highway and Motor Carrier Safety 
Assistance Program (MCSAP) funding and could also result in 
decertification of the state's COL program. Decertified states 
are prohibited from issuance, renewal, transfer or upgrade of 
CDLs. 
FISCAL NOTE 
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If not implemented, no further increase in FMCSA grant funding to 
the Motor Carrier Safety Assistance Program. Permanent loss of 
Interstate Maintenance, National Highway System, and Surface 
Transportation Program federal aid highway funds; five percent 
(5%) the first year (approximately 6.6 million dollars) and ten 
percent (10%) in subsequent years (approximately 13.2 million 
dollars). If implemented, programs will be completed by 
transportation department staff programmers within existing 
budget constraints. 
Contact 
Name: Ed Pemble, Idaho Transportation Department 
Phone: (208) 332-7830 
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE/FISCAL NOTE 
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§382.213 
a random alcohol or controlled sub-
stances test required under §382.305, a 
reasonable suspicion alcohol or con-
trolled substances test required under 
§ 382.307, or a follow-up alcohol or con-
trolled substances test required under 
§ 382.311. No employer shall permit a 
driver who refuses to submit to such 
tests to perform or continue to perform 
safety-sensitive functions. 
§ 382.213 Controlled substances use. 
(a) No driver shall report for duty or 
remain on duty requiring the perform-
ance of safety-sensitive functions when 
the driver uses any controlled sub-
stance, except when the use is pursuant 
to the instructions of a licensed med-
ical practitioner, as defined in §382.107, 
who has advised the driver that the 
substance will not adversely affect the 
driver's ability to safely operate a 
commercial motor vehicle. 
(b) No employer having actual knowl-
edge that a driver has used a controlled 
substance shall permit the driver to 
perform or continue to perform a safe-
ty-sensitive function. 
(c) An employer may require a driver 
to inform the employer of any thera-
peu tic drug use. 
§ 382.215 Controlled substances test· 
ing. 
No driver shall report for duty, re-
main on duty or perform a safety-sen-
sitive function, if the driver tests posi-
tive or has adulterated or substituted a 
test specimen for controlled sub-
stances. No employer having actual. 
knowledge that a driver has tested 
positive or has adulterated or sub-
stituted a test specimen for controlled 
substances shall permit the driver to 
perform or continue to perform safety-
sensitive functions. 
Subpart C-Tests Required 
§ 382.301 Pre·employment testing. 
(a) Prior to the first time a driver 
performs safety-sensitive functions for 
an employer, the driver shall undergo 
testing for controlled suostances as a 
condition prior to being used, unless 
the employer uses the exception in 
paragraph (b) of this section. No em-
ployer shall allow a driver, who the 
employer intends to hire or use, to per-
49 CFR Ch. III (10-1-02 Edition) 
form safety-sensitive functions unless 
the employer has received a controlled 
substances test result from the MRO or 
C/TPA indicating a verified negative 
test result for that driver. 
(b) An employer is not required to ad-
minister a controlled substances test 
required by paragraph (a) of this sec-
tion if: 
(1) The driver has participated in a 
controlled substances testing program 
that meets the requirements of this 
part within the previous 30 days; and 
(2) While participating in that pro-
gram, either: 
(i) Was tested for controlled sub-
stances within the past 6 months (from 
the date of application with the em-
ployer), or 
(ii) Participated in the random con-
trolled substances testing program for 
the previous 12 months (from the date 
of application with the employer); and 
(3) The employer ensures that no 
prior employer of the driver of whom 
the employer has knowledge has 
records of a violation of this part or 
the controlled substances use rule of 
another DOT agency within the pre-
vious six months. 
(0)(1) An employer who exercises the 
exception in paragraph (b) of this sec-
tion shall contact the controlled sub-
stances testing program(s) in which the 
driver participates or participated and 
shall obtain and retain from the test-
ing program(s) the following informa-
tion: 
(i) Name(s) and addressees) of the 
program(s). 
em Verification that the driver par-
ticipates or participated in the pro-
gram(s}. 
(iii) Verification that the program(s) 
conforms to part 40 of this title. 
(iv) Verification that the driver is 
qualified under the rules of this part, 
including that the driver has not re-
fused to be tested for controlled sub-
stances. 
(v) The date the driver wa.s last test-
ed for controlled substances. 
(vi) The results of any tests taken 
within the previous six months and any 
other violations of subpart B of this 
part. 
(2) An employer who uses, but does 
not employ a driver more than once a 
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year to operate commercial motor ve-
hicles must obtain the information in 
paragraph (c)(1) of this section at least 
once every six months. The records 
prepared under this paragraph shall be 
maintained in accordance with §382.401. 
If the employer cannot verify that the 
driver is participating in a controlled 
substances testing program in accord-
ance with this part and part 40 of this 
title, the employer shall conduct a pre-
employment controlled substances 
test. 
(d) An employer may, but is not re-
quired to, conduct pre-employment al-
cohol testing under this part. If an em-
ployer chooses to conduct pre-employ-
ment alcohol testing, it must comply 
with the following requirements: 
(1) It must conduct a pre-employ-
ment alcohol test before the first per-
formance of safety-sensitive functions 
by every covered employee (whether a 
new employee or someone who has 
transferred to a position involving the 
performance of safety-sensi tive func-
tions). 
(2) It must treat all safety-sensitive 
employees performing safety-sensitive 
functions the same for the purpose of 
pre-employment alcohol testing (Le .. it 
must not test some covered employees 
and not others). 
(3) It must conduct the pre-employ-
ment tests after making a contingent 
offer of employment or transfer, sub-
ject to the employee passing the pre-
employment alcohol test. 
(4) It must conduct all pre-employ-
ment alcohol tests using the alcohol 
testing procedures of 49 CFR part 40 of 
this title. 
(5) It must not allow a covered em-
ployee to begin performing safety-sen-
sitive functions unless the result of the 
employee's test indicates an alcohol 
concentration of less than 0.04. 
§382.303 Post-accident testing. 
(a) As soon as practicable following 
an occurrence involving a commercial 
motor vehicle operating on a public 
859 
road in commerce, each employer shall 
test for alcohol for each of its sur-
viving drivers: 
(1) Who was performing safety-sen-
sitive functions with respect to the ve-
hicle. if the accident involved the loss 
of human life; or 
(2) Who receives a citation within 8 
hours of the occurrence under State or 
local law for a moving traffic violation 
arising from the accident, if the acci-
dent involved: 
(i) Bodily injury to any person who. 
as a result of tile injury, immediately 
receives medical treatment away from 
the scene of the accident; or 
(ii) One or more motor vehicles in-
curring disabling damage as a result of 
the accident, requiring the motor vehi-
cle to be transported away from the 
scene by a tow' truek or other motor 
vehicle. 
(b) As soon as practicable following 
an occurrence involving a commercial 
motor vehicle operating on a public 
road in commerce, each employer shall 
test for controlled SUbstances for each 
of its surviving drivers: 
(1) Who was performing safety-sen-
sitive functions with respect to the ve-
hicle, if the accident involved the loss 
of human life; or 
(2) Who receives a citation within 
thirty-two hours of the occurrence 
under State or local law for a moving 
traffic violation arising from the acci-
dent, if the accident involved: 
(i) Bodily injury to any person who, 
as a result of the injury. immediately 
receives medical treatment away from 
the scene of the accident; or 
(ii) One or more motor vehicles in-
curring disabling damage as a result of 
the accident, requiring the motor vehi-
cle to be transported away from the 
scene by a tow truck or other motor 
vehicle. 
(c) The following taqle notes when a 
post-accident test is required to be con-
ducted by paragraphs (a)(l). (a)(2), 
(b)(l), and (b)(2) of this section: 
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§ 382.305 Random testing. 
(a) Every employer shall comply with 
the requirements of this section. Every 
driver shall submit to random alcohol 
and controlled substance testing as re-
quired in this section. 
(b)(l) Except as provided in para-
graphs (c) through (e) of this section. 
the minimum annual percentage rate 
for random alcohol testing shall be 10 
percent of the average number of driver 
positions. 
(2) Except as provided in paragraphs 
(f) through (h) of this section. the min-
imum annual percentage rate for ran-
dom controlled substances testing shall 
be 50 percent of the average number of 
driver positions. 
(c) The FMCSA Administrator's deci-
sion to increase or decrease the min-
imum annual percentage rate for alco-
hol testing is based on the reported 
violation rate for the entire industry. 
All in forma tion used for this deter-
mination is drawn from the alcohol 
management information system re-
ports required by §382.403. In order to 
ensure reliability of the data, the 
FMCSA Administrator considers the 
quality and completeness of the re-
ported data, may obtain additional in-
formation or reports from employers, 
and may make appropriate modifica-
tions in calculating the industry viola-
tion rate. In the event of a change in 
the annual percentage rate, the 
FMCSA Administrator will publish in 
the FEDERAL REGISTER the new min-
imum annual percentage rate for ran-
dom alcohol testing of drivers. The new 
minimum annual percentage rate for 
random alcohol testing will be applica-
ble starting January 1 of the calendar 
year following publication in the 
FEDERAL REGISTER. 
(d)(l) When the minimum annual per-
centage rate for random alcohol test-
ing is 25 percent or more, the FMCSA 
Administrator may lower this rate to 
10 percent of all driver positions if the 
FMCSA Administrator determines that 
the data received under the reporting 
requirements of §382.403 for two con-
secutive calendar years indicate that 
the violation rate is less than 0.5 per-
cent. 
(2) When the minimum annual per-
centage rate for random alcohol test-
ing is 50 percent, the FMCSA Adminis-
trator may lower this rate to 25 per-
cent of all driver positions if the 
FMCSA Administrator determines that 
the data received under the reporting 
requirements of §382.403 for two con-
secutive calendar years indicate that 
the violation rate is less than 1.0 per-
cent but equal to or greater than 0.5 
percent. 
(e)(1) When the minimum annual per-
centage rate for random alcohol test-
ing is 10 percent, and the data received 
under the reporting requirements of 
§382.403 for that oalendar year indicate 
that the violation rate is equal to or 
greater than 0.5 percent, but less than 
1.0 percent, the FMCSA Administrator 
will increase the minimum annual per-
centage rate for random alcohol test-
ing to 25 percent for all driver posi-
tions. 
(2) When the minimum annual per-
centage rate for random alcohol test-
ing is 25 percent or less, and the' data 
received under the reporting require-
ments of § 382.403 for that calendar year 
indicate that the violation rate is 
equal to or greater than 1.0 percent, 
the FMCSA Administrator will in-
crease the minimum annual percentage 
rate for random alcohol testing to 50 
percent for all driver positions. 
(f) The FMCSA Administrator's deci-
sion to increase or decrease the min-
imum annual percentage rate for con-
trolled substances testing is based on 
the reported. positive rate for the entire 
industry. All information used for this 
determination is drawn from the con-
trolled SUbstances management infor-
mation system reports requirod by 
§382.403. In order to ensure reliability 
of the data, the FMCSA Administrator 
considers the quality and completeness 
of the reported data, may obtain addi-
tional information or reports from em-
ployers, and may make appropriate 
modifications in calculating the indus-
try positive rate. In the event of a 
change in the annual percentage rate, 
the FMCSA AdministratOl' will publish 
in the FEDERAL REGISTER the new min-
imum annual percentage rate for con-
trolled substances testing of driv'ers. 
The new minimum annual percentage 
rate for random controlled substances 
testing will be applicable starting Jan-
uary 1 of the calendar year following 
publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER. 
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(g) When the mlmmum annual per-
centage rate for random controlled 
substances testing is 50 percent. the 
FMCSA Administrator may lower this 
rate to 25 percent of all driver positions 
if the FMCSA Administrator deter-
mines that the data received under the 
reporting requirements of §382.403 for 
two consecutive calendar years indi-
cate that the positive rate is less than 
1.0 percent. 
(h) When the minimum annual per-
centage rate for random controlled 
substances testing is 25 percent. and 
the data received under the reporting 
requirements of §382.403 for any cal-
endar year indicate that the reported 
positive rate is equal to or greatel' than 
1.0 percent, the FMCSA Administrator 
will increase the minimum annual per-
centage rate for random controlled 
substances testing to 50 percent of all 
driver positions. 
(i)(1) The selection of drivers for ran-
dom alcohol and controlled substances 
testing shall be made by a scientif-
ically valid method. such as a random 
number table or a computer-based ran-
dom number generator that is matched 
with drivers' Social Security numbers. 
payroll identification numbers. or 
other comparable identifying numbers. 
(2) Each driver selected for random 
alcohol and controlled substances test-
ing under the selection process used, 
shall have an equal chance of being 
tested each time selections are made. 
(3) Each driver selected for' testing 
shall be testing during the selection pe-
riod. 
(j) The employer shall randomly se-
lect a sufficient number of drivers for 
testing during cach calendar year to 
equal an annual rate not less than the 
minimum annual percentage rate for 
random alcohol and controlled sub-
stances testing determined by the 
FMCSA Administrator. If the employer 
conducts random testing for alcohol 
andlor controlled substances through a 
C/TP A, the number of drivers to be 
tested may be calculated for each indi-
Vidual employer or may be based on 
the total number of drivers covered by 
the C/TP A who are subject to random 
alcohol andlor controlled substances 
testing at the same minimum annual 
percentage rate under this part.' 
49 CFR Ch. III (10-1-02 Edition) 
(k)(l) Each employer shall ensure 
that random alcohol and controlled 
substances tests conducted under this 
part are unannounced. 
(2) Each employer shall ensure that 
the dates for administering random al-
cohol and controlled substances tests 
conducted under this part are spread 
reasonably throughout the calendar 
yeal'. 
(1) Each employer shall require that 
each driver who is notified of selection 
for random alcohol andlor controlled 
substances testing proceeds to the test 
site immediately; provided. however. 
that if the driver is performing a safe-
ty-sensitive function, other than driv-
ing a commercial motor vehicle. at the 
time of notification. the employer 
shall instead ensure that the driver 
ceases to perform the safety-sensitive 
function and proceeds to the testing 
site as soon as possible. 
(m) A driver shall only be tested for 
alcohol while the driver is performing 
safety-sensitive functions, just before 
the driver is to perform safety-sen-
sitive functions, or just after the driver 
has ceased performing such functions. 
(n) If a given driver is subject to ran-
dom alcohol or controlled substances 
testing under the random alcohol or 
controlled substances testing rules of 
more than one DOT a'gency for the 
same employer, the driver shall be sub-
ject to random alcohol andior con-
trolled substances testing at the an-
nual percentage rate established for 
the calendar year by the DOT agency 
regulating more than 50 percent of the 
driver'S function. 
(0) If an employer is required to con-
duct random alcohol or controlled sub-
stances testing under the alcohol or 
controlled substances testing rules of 
more than one DOT agency, the em-
ployer may-
(1) Establish separate pools for ran-
dom selection. with each pool con-
taining the DOT-covered employees 
who are subject to testing at the same 
required minimum annual percentage 
rate; or 
(2) Ra.ndomly select such employees 
for' testing at the highest minimum an-
nual percentage rate established for 
the calendar year by any DOT agency 
to which the employer is subject. 
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§ 382.307 Reasonable suspicion testing. 
(a) An employer shall require a driver 
to submit to an alcohol test when the 
employer has reasonable suspicion to 
believe that the driver has violated the 
prohibitions of subpart B of this part 
concerning alcohol. The employer's de-
termination that reasonable suspicion 
exists to require the driver to undergo 
an alcohol test must be based on spe-
cific, contemporaneous, articulable ob-
servations concerning the appearance, 
behavior, speech or body odors of the 
driver. 
(b) An employer shall require a driver 
to submit to a controlled substances 
test when the employer has reasonable 
suspicion to believe that the driver has 
violated the prohibitions of subpart B 
of this part concerning controlled sub-
stances. The employer's determination 
that reasonable suspicion exists to re-
quire the driver to undergo a con-
trolled sUbstances test must be based 
on specific, con temporaneous, 
articulable observations concerning 
the appearance, behavior, speech or 
body odors of the driver. The observa-
tions may include indications of the 
chronic and withdrawal effects of con-
trolled substances. 
(c) The required observations for al-
cohol andior controlled substances rea-
sonable suspicion testing shall be made 
by a supervisor or company official 
who is trained in accordance wi th 
§ 382.603. The person who makes the de-
termination that reasonable suspicion 
exists to conduct an alcohol test shall 
not conduct the alcohol test of the 
driver. 
(d) Alcohol testing is authorized by 
this section only if the observations re-
quired by paragraph (a) of this section 
are made during, just preceding, or just 
after the period of the work day that 
the driver is required to be in compli-
ance with this part. A driver may be di-
rected by the employer to only undergo 
reasonable suspicion testing while the 
driver is performing safety-sensitive 
functions, just before the driver is to 
perform safety-sensitive functions, or 
just after the driver has ceased per-
forming such functions. 
(e)(1) If an alcohol test required by 
this section is not administered within 
two hours following the determination 
under paragraph (a) of this section, the 
employer shall prepare and main tain 
on file a record stating the reasons the 
alcohol test was not promptly adminis-
tered. If an alcohol test required by 
this section is not administered within 
eight hours following the determina-
tion under paragraph (a) of this sec-
tion, the employer shall cease attempts 
to administer an alcohol test and shall 
state in the record the reasons for not 
administering the test. 
(2) Notwithstanding the absence of a 
reasonable suspicion alcohol test uhder 
this section, no driver shall report for 
duty or remain on duty requiring the 
performance of safety-sensitive func-
tions while tlie driver is under the in-
fluence of or impaired by alcohol, as 
shown by the behavioral, speech, and 
performance indicators of alcohol mis-
use, nor shall an employer permit the 
drivel' to perform or continue to per-
form safety-sensitive functions, until: 
(i) An alcohol test is administered 
and the driver's alcohol concentration 
measures less than 0.02; or 
(it) Twenty four hours have elapsed 
following the determination under 
paragraph (a) of this section that there 
is reasonable suspicion to believe that 
the driver has violated the prohibitions 
in this part concerning the use of alco-
hol. 
(3) Except as provided in paragraph 
(e)(2) of this section. no employer shall 
take any action under this part against 
a driver based solely on the driver'S be-
havior and appearance, with respect to 
alcohol use, in the absence of an alco-
hol test. This does not prohibit an em-
ployer with independent authority of 
this part from taking any action other-
wise consistent with law. 
(f) A written record shall be made of 
the obserVations leading to an alcohol 
or controlled SUbstances reasonable 
suspicion test, and signed by the super-
visor or company official who made the 
observations, within 24 hours of the ob-
served behavior or before the results of 
the alcohol or controlled substances 
tests are released, whichever is earlier. 
§ 382.309 Return-to-duty testing. 
The requirements for return-to-duty 
testing must be performed in accord-
ance with 49 CFR part 40, Subpart O. 
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and permanent home and principal res-
idence and to which he/she has the in-
tention of returning whenever helshe is 
absent. 
Tank vehicle means any commercial 
motor vehicle that is designed to trans-
port any liquid or gaseous materials 
within a tank that is either perma-
nently or temporarily attached to the 
vehicle .or the chassis. Such vehicles 
include, but are not limited to, cargo 
tanks and portable tanks, as defined in 
part 171 of this title. However, this def-
inition does not include portable tanks 
having a rated capacity under 1,000 gal-
lons. 
United States the term United States 
means the 50 States and the District of 
Columbia. 
Vehicle means a motor vehicle unless 
otherwise specified. 
Vehicle group means a class or type of 
vehicle with certain operating charac-
teristics. 
[52 FR 20587. June 1. 1987, as amended at 53 
FR 27648. July 21. 1988; 53 FR 39050. Oct. 4. 
1988: 54 FR 40787. Oct. 3. 1989; 59 FR 26028. 
May 18. 1994; 61 FR 9566. Mar. 8. 1996: 61 FR 
14679, Apr. 3. 1996; 62 FR 37151. July 11. 1997: 
67 FR 49756, July 31. 2002J 
§383.7 Validity of CDL issued by de-
certified State. 
A CDL issued by a State prior to the 
date the State is notified by the Ad-
millistrator, in accordance with the 
provisions of §384.405 of this sub-
chapter, that the State is prohibited 
from issuing CDLs, will remain valid 
until its stated expiration date. 
[61 FR 49756. July 31. 2002] 
Subpart B-Single License 
Requirement 
§ 383.21 Number of drivers' licenses. 
No person who operates a commercial 
motor vehicle shall at any time have 
more than one driver's license. 
[64 FR 48110. Sept. 2, 1999J 
§ 383.23 Commercial driver's license. 
(a) General rule. (1) Effective April 1, 
1992, no person shall operate a commer-
cial motor vehicle unless such person 
has taken and passed written and driv-
ing tests which meet the Federal 
standards contained in subparts F, G, 
and H of this part for the commercial 
motor vehicle that person operates or 
expects to operate. 
(2) Except as provided in paragraph 
(b) of this section, no person may le-
gally operate a CMV unless such person 
possesses a CDL which meets the 
standards contained in subpart J of 
this part, issued by his/her State or ju-
risdiction of domicile. 
(b) Exception. (1) If a CMV operator is 
not domiciled in a foreign jurisdiction 
which the Administrator has deter-
mined tests driVers and issues CDLs in 
accordance with, or under standards 
similar to, the standards contained in 
subparts F, G, and H of this part, the 
person may obtain a Nonresident CDL 
from a State which does comply with 
the testing and licensing standards 
contained in such subparts F, G, and H 
of this part.l 
(2) If an individual is domiciled in a 
State while that State is prohibited· 
from issuing CDLs in accordance with 
§384.405 of this subchapter, that indi-
vidual is eligible to obtain a Non-
resident CDL from any State that 
elects to issue a Nonresident CDL and 
which complies with the testing and li-
censing standards contained in sub-
parts F, G. and H of this part. 
(c) Learner's permit. State learner's 
permits, issued for limited time periods 
according to State requirements, shall 
be considered valid commercial drivers' 
licenses for purposes of behind-the-
wheel training on public roads or high-
ways, if the following minimum condi-
tions are met: 
lEffective Deoember 29. 1988. the Adminis-
trator determined that commercial drivers' 
licensees issued by Canadian Provinces and 
Territories in conformity with the Canadian 
National Safety Code are in accordance with 
the standards of this part. Effective Novem-
ber 21, 1991, the Administrator determined 
that the new Licencias Federales de Con-
ductor issued by the United Mexican States 
are in accordance with the standards of this 
part. Therefore, under the single license pro-
vision of §383.21, a driver holding a commer-
cial driver's license issued under the Cana-
dian National Safety Code or a new Licencia 
Federal de Conductor issued by Mexico is 
prohibited from obtaining nonresident CDL, 
or any other type of driver's license. from a 
State or other jurisdiction in the United 
States. 
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(1) The learner's permit holder is at 
all time accompanied by the holder of 
a valid CDL; and 
(2) He/she either holds a valid auto-
mobile driver'S license, or has passed 
such vision. sign/symbol, and knowl-
edge tests as the State issuing the 
learner's permit ordinarily administers 
to applicants for automobile drivers' li-
censes. 
[53 FR 27649. July 21. 1988. as amended at 54 
FR 22285. May 23. 1989; 57 FR 31457. July 16. 
1992; 67 FR 49756. July 31. 2002] 
Subpart C-Notification Require-
ments and Employer Respon-
sibilities 
§383.31 Notification of convictions for 
driver violations. 
(a) Each person who operates a com-
mercial motor vehicle, who has a com-
mercial driver's license issued by a 
State or jurisdiction, and who is con-
victed of violating, in any type of 
motor vehicle, a State or local law re-
lating to motor vehicle traffic control 
(other than a parking violation) in a 
State or jurisdiction other than the 
one which issued his/her license, shall 
notify an official deSignated by the 
State or jurisdiction which issued such 
license, of such conviction. The notifi-
cation must be made within 30 days 
after the date that the person has been 
convicted. 
(b) Each person who operates a com-
mercial motor vehicle, who has a com-
mercial driver's license issued by a 
State or jurisdiction, and who is con-
victed of violating, in any type of 
motor vehicle. a State or local law re-
lating to motor vehicle traffic control 
(other than a parking violation), shall 
notify his/her current employer of such 
conviction. The notification must be 
made within 30 days after the date that 
the person has been ·convicted. If the 
driver is not currently employed, he/ 
she must notify the State or jurisdic-
tion which issued the license according 
to § 383.31(a). 
(c) Notification. The notification to 
the State official and employer must 
be made in writing and contain the fol-
lowing information: 
(1) Driver's full name; 
(2) Driver's license number; 
(3) Date of conviction; 
49 CFR Ch. III (10-1-02 Edition) 
(4) The specific criminal or other of-
fense(s), serious traffic violation(s), 
and other violation(s) of State or local 
law relating to motor vehicle traffic 
control, for which the person was con-
victed and any suspension, revocation, 
or cancellation of certain driving privi-
leges which resulted from such con vic-
tion(s); 
(5) Indication whether the violation 
was in a commercial motor vehicle; 
(6) Location of offense; and 
(7) Driver's Signature. 
[52 FR 20587, June 1. 1987. as amended at 54 
FR 40787. Oct. 3. 1989) 
§ 383.33 Notification of driver's license 
suspensions. 
Each employee who has a driver's li-
cense suspended, revoked. or canceled 
by a State or jurisdiction, who loses 
the right to operate a commercial 
motor vehicle in a State or jurisdiction 
for any period, or who is disqualified 
from operating a commercial motor ve-
hicle for any period. shall notify his! 
her current employer of such suspen-
sion, revocation. cancellation. lost 
privilege. or disqualification. The noti-
fication must be made before the end cf 
the business day following the day the 
employee received notice of the suspen-
sion. revocation, cancellation, lost 
privilege, or disqualification. 
[54 FR 40788. Oct. 3, 1989J 
§ 383.35 Notification of previous em-
ployment. 
(a) Any person applying for employ-
ment as an operator of a commercial 
motor vehicle shall provide at the time 
of application for employment, the in-
formation specified in paragraph (c) of 
this section. 
(b) All employers shall request the 
information specified in paragraph (c) 
of this section from all persons apply-
ing for employment as a commercial 
motor vehicle operator. The request 
shall be made at the time of applica-
tion for employmen t. 
(c) The following employment his-
tory information for the 10 years pre-
ceding the date the application is sub-
mitted shall be presented to the pro-
spective employer by the applicant: 
(1) A list of the names and addresses 
of the applicant·s previous employers 
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Subpart C-Background and license, permit. or privilege to operate 
Character a motor vehicle that has been issued to 
§391.21 Application for employment. 
(a) Except as provided in subpart G of 
this part, a person shall not drive a 
commercial motor vehicle unless hel 
she has completed and furnlshed the 
motor .carrier that employs him/her 
with an application for employment 
that meets the requirements of para-
graph (b) of this section. 
(b) The application for employment 
shall be made on a form furnished by 
the motor carrier. Each application 
form must be completed by the appli-
cant, must be signed by himlher. and 
must contain the following informa-
tion: 
(1) The name and address of the em-
ploying motor carrier; 
(2) The applicant's name. address 
date of birth. and social security llum: 
bor; 
(3) The addresses at which the appli-
can~ has resided during the 3 years pre-
cedmg the date on which the applica-
tion is submitted; 
(4) The date on which the application 
is submitted; 
(5) The issuing State. number. and 
expiration date of each unexpired com-
mercial motor vehicle operator's li-
cense or permit that has been issued to 
the applicant; 
(6) The nature and extent of the ap-
plicant's experience in the operation of 
motor vehicles, including the type of 
equipment (such as buses. trucks. 
truck tractors, semitrailers, full trail-
ers, and pole trailers) which helshe has 
operated; 
(7) A list of all motor vehicle acci-
dents in which the applicant was in-
volved during the 3 years preceding the 
date the application is submitted. 
speCifying the date and nature of each 
accident and any fatalities or personal 
injuries it caused; 
(8) A list of all violations of motor 
vehicle laws or ordinances (other than 
violations involving only parking) of 
which the applicant was convicted or 
forfeited bond. or collateral during the 3 
years preceding the date the applica-
tion is submitted; 
(9) A statement setting forth in de-
tail the facts and circumstances of any 
denial, revocation. or suspension of any 
the applicant, or a statement that no 
such denial. revocation. or suspension 
has occurred; 
(10) A list of the names and addresses 
of the applicant's employers during the 
3 years preceding the date the applica-
tion is submitted, together with the 
dates he/she was employed by. and his! 
her reason for leaving tho employ of, 
each employer; 
(11) For those drivers applying to op-
erate a commercial motor vehicle as 
defined by Part 383 of this subchapter, 
a list of the names and addresses of the 
applicant's employers during the 7-year 
period preceding the 3 years contained 
in paragraph (b)(lO) of this section for 
which the applicant was an operator of 
a commercial motor vel1icle, together 
with the dates of employment and the 
reaSons for leaving such employment; 
and 
(12) The following certification and 
signature line, which must appear at 
the end of the application form and be 
signed by the applicant: 
This certifie8 that this application was 
completed by me. and that all entries on it 
and information in it are true and complete 
to the best of my knowledge. 
(Date) 
(Applicant's signature) 
(c) A motor carrier may require an 
applicant to provide information in ad-
dition to the information required by 
paragraph (b) of this section on the ap-
plication form. 
(d) Before an application is sub-
mitted, the motor carrier shall inform 
the applicant that the information hel 
she provides in accordance with para-
graph (b) (10) of this section may be 
used. and the applicant's prior employ-
ers may be contacted, for the purpose 
of investigating the applicant's back-
ground as required by §391.23. 
(35 FR 6460. Apr. 22. 1970. as amended at 35 
FR 17420. Nov. 13. 1970; 52 FR 20589. June 1. 
1987; 60 FR 38744, July 28, 1995J 
§ 391.23 Investigation and inquiries. 
(a) Except as provided in subpart G of 
this part, each motor carrier shall 
make the following investigations and 
inquiries with respect to each driver it 
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§391.25 
employs, other than a person who has 
been a regularly employed driver of the 
motor carrier for a continuous period 
which began before January 1, 1971: 
(1) An inquiry into the driver's driv-
ing record during the preceding 3 years 
to the appropriate agency of every 
State in which the driver held a motor 
vehicle operator's license or permit 
during those 3 years; and 
(2) An investigation of the driver's 
employment record during the pre-
ceding 3 years. 
(b) The inquiry to State agencies re-
quired by paragraph (a)(1) of this sec-
tion must be made within 30 days of 
the date the driver's employment be-
gins and shall be made in the form and 
manner those agencies prescribe. A 
copy of the response by each State 
agency, showing the driver's driving 
record or certifying that no driving 
record exists for that driver, shall be 
retained in the carrier's files as part of 
the driver's qualification file. 
(C) The· investigation of the driver's 
employment record required by para-
graph (a)(2) of this section must be 
made within 30 days of the date hislher 
employment begins. The investigation 
may consist of personal interviews, 
telephone interviews; letters, or any 
other method of obtaining information 
that the carrier deems appropriate. 
Each motor carrier must make a writ-
ten record with respect to each past 
employer who was contacted. The 
record must include the past employ-
er's name and address, the date he/she 
was contacted, and his/her comments 
with respect to the driver. The record 
shall be retained in the motor carrier's 
files as part of the driver's qualifica-
tion file. 
[35 FR 6460, Apr. 22, 1970, as amended at 35 
FR 17420, Nov. 13, 1970] 
§ 391.25 Annual inquiry and review of 
driving record. 
(a) Except as provided in subpart G of 
this part, each motor carrier shall, at 
least once every 12 months. make an 
inquiry into the driving record of each 
driver it employs, covering at least the 
preceding 12 months, to the appro-
priate agency of every State in which 
the driver held a commercial motor ve-
hicle operator's license or permit dur-
ing the time period. 
49 CFR Ch.1II (10-1-02 Edition) 
(b) Except as provided in subpart G of 
this part. each motor carrier shall, at 
least once every 12 months, review the 
driving record of each driver it em-
ploys to determine whether that driver 
meets minimum requirements for safe 
driving or is disqualified to drive a 
commercial motor vehicle pursuant to 
§391.15. 
(1) The motor carrier must consider 
any evidence that the driver has vio-
lated any applicable Federal Motor 
Carrier Safety Regulations in this sub-
chapter or Hazardous Materials Regu-
lations (49 CFR chapter 1. subchapter 
C). 
(2) The motor carrier must consider 
the driver's accident record and any 
evidence that the driver has violated 
laws governing the operation of motor 
vehicles, and must give great weight to 
violations. such as speeding, reckless 
driVing, and operating while under the 
influence of alcohol or drugs, that indi-
cate that the driver has exhibited a dis-
regard for the safety of the public. 
(c) Recordkeeping. (1) A copy of the 
response from each State agency to the 
inquiry required by paragraph (a) of 
this section shall be maintained in the 
driver's qualification file. 
(2) A note, including the name of the 
person who performed the review of the 
driving record required by paragraph 
(b) of this section and the date of such 
review. shall be maintained in the driv-
er's qUalification file. 
[63 FR 33277, June 18, 1998J 
§ 391.27 Record of violations. 
(a) Except as provided in subpart G of 
this part, each motor carrier shall, at 
least once every 12 months, require 
each driver it employs to prepare and 
furnish it with a list of all violations of 
motor vehicle traffic laws and ordi-
nances (other than violations involving 
only parking) of which the driver has 
been convicted or on account of which 
he/she has forfeited bond or collateral 
dUring the preceding 12 months. 
(b) Each driver shall furnish the list 
required in accordance with paragraph 
(a) of this section. If the driver has not 
been convicted of, or forfeited bond or 
collateral on account of, any violation 
which must be listed, he/she shall so 
certify. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
- COURT MINUTES -
John R. Stegner 
District Judge 
Date: July 14, 2010 
In the Matter of the Suspension of the) 
Driving Privileges of: ) 
) 
MARK EUGENE JOHNSON, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
Sheryl L. Engler 
Court Reporter 
Recording: Z: 3/2010-07-14 
Time: 4:10 P.M. 
Case No. CV-2009-1066 
APPEARANCES: 
) 
vs. ) 
Petitioner not present, represented by 
James E. Siebe, Moscow, ID 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT,) 
) 
Department of Transportation 
represented by counsel, 
Ed Litteneker, Lewiston, ID 
Subject of Proceedings: APPELLATE ARGUMENT 
This being the time fixed pursuant to order of the Court for hearing appellate 
argument in this case, Court noted the presence of counsel. 
Mr. Siebe argued on behalf of the appellant. Mr. Litteneker argued on behalf of 
the respondent and responded to inquiries from the Court. No rebuttal argument. 
For reasons articulated on the record, Court remanded this case back to the 
Department of Transportation for its failure to issue a decision based on substantial 
and competent evidence. 
Mr. Siebe offered to prepare an order of remand and attach the reporter's 
transcript of the Court's oral ruling to reflect its findings. Court so ordered. 
Court recessed at 4:40 P.M., subject to call. 
Terry Odenborg 
Deputy Clerk 
COURT MINUTES 
APPROVED BY: 
JIf"f) ~ 
JOHNR. STEGNER 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO,IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
MARK EUGENE JOHNSON, CASE NO. CV-09-01066 
Petitioner, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
-------------------------------) 
This matter came on for appellate argument on July 14, 2010. Mark 
Johnson seeks judicial review of his administrative license suspension (ALS) and 
his disqualification from maintaining a commercial drivers license (CDL). James E. 
Siebe represented the petitioner, Mark Johnson ("Johnson"). Ed Litteneker 
represented the respondent, State of Idaho Transportation Department ("the 
Department"). 
BACKGROUND 
On October 10, 2009, Johnson was arrested and charged with driving under 
the influence of alcohol, in violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004. Because Johnson 
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failed a breath alcohol test, the Department suspended his drivers license. Johnson 
made a timely request for a hearing to challeng his suspension. That hearing was 
held on November 2,2009. The Hearing Officer sustained Johnson's ALS. Johnson 
also had a CDL at the time he was stopped. Because Johnson failed the breath test 
he was also disqualified from maintaining a CDL. Johnson also received a hearing 
on his CDL disqualification, which was likewise affirmed. Johnson seeks judicial 
review of both determinations. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
According to Idaho Code § IS-S002A "[a] party aggrieved by the decision of 
the hearing officer may seek judicial review" as "provided in chapter 52, title 67, 
Idaho Code." This review is confined to the record below. Idaho Code § 67-5277. In 
addition, when reviewing an agency decision, a court "shall not substitute its 
judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on questions of 
fact." Idaho Code § 67-5279(1). Rather, a reviewing court must "defer to the trial 
court's findings of fact unless. they are clearly erroneous." Idaho Transportation 
Department v. Wilson, 136 Idaho 270, 273, 32 P.3d 164, 167 (Ct. App. 2001). 
Further, a court must affirm the action under review unless the agency's findings, 
inferences, co'nclusions, or decisions (a) violate statutory or constitutional 
provisions; (b) exceed the agency's statutory authority; (c) are made upon unlawful 
procedure; (d) are not supported by substantial evidence in the record as a whole; or 
(e) are arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. Idaho Code § 67-5279(3). 
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ANALYSIS 
Johnson challenges his ALS and CDL disqualifications contending that the 
Hearing Officer's decision was not supported by substantial and competent evidence 
as required by Idaho Code § 67-5279(3)(d). Johnson argues that he was not closely 
observed for fifteen minutes prior to the administration of his breath test, as 
required by the Department's rules. Because this Court agrees with Johnson's 
argument, this matter will be remanded. 
Johnson was originally stopped by Officer Rodriguez, of the Nez Perce County 
Sheriffs Office. Rodriguez performed a field sobriety test and arrested Johnson. 
Because Johnson was traveling with a dog and Rodriguez agreed to take Johnson's 
dog home for him, Sergeant Lee, also of the Nez Perce County Sheriffs Office, 
transported Johnson to the jail. Rodriguez's probable cause affidavit indicates that 
Lee began observing Johnson for purposes of administering the breath alcohol test 
at 22:18. Rodriguez took over for Sergeant Lee at 22:41. Rodriguez obtained breath 
samples from Johnson at 22:52 hours. 
Johnson complains that Rodriguez did not observe him for the requisite 
fifteen minutes in accordance with the Department's standard operating 
procedures. Johnson's affidavit states that later, while at the jail, Rodriguez and 
Lee spoke to one another and did not seem to pay attention to him. In fact, their 
discussion drowned out some of what he was trying to listen to by way of the CD he 
was shown in order to acquaint him with the consequences of refusing the breath 
test. 
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Based on these facts, the Hearing Officer specifically concluded: 
1. Officer Rodriguez's affidavit states the evidentiary test was 
performed in compliance with Idaho Code and ISP Forensic 
Services SOPs. 
2. ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.1 requires a fifteen minute 
monitoring period prior to an evidentiary breath test. 
3. State v. Remsburg (126 Idaho 340) states there is no need for an 
observer to continuously stare face-to-face at the driver during 
the full fifteen minute monitoring period, as long as the observer 
believes the level of surveillance of the driver accomplishes the 
requirements set forth in ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.1. 
4. When Officer Lee conversed with other people in the room, 
Johnson failed to set forth any evidence Officer Lee was unable 
to monitor Johnson in compliance with ISP Forensic Services 
SOPs. 
5. Additionally, testimony and arguments failed to show when 
Officers Lee and Rodriguez conversed, Johnson was not properly 
monitored as required by ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.l. 
6. The record is devoid of any statement from Officers Lee or 
Rodriguez in articulating any situation where Johnson could not 
have been monitored by these officers in compliance with ISP 
Forensic Services SOP Section 3.1 or what is noted in the 
Intoxilyzer 5000 manual. 
7. During the fifteen minute monitoring period, case law and ISP 
Forensic Services SOPs do not prevent a driver from being 
monitored at different times by separate observers. 
8. Therefore, a full fifteen-minute monitoring period can be 
assumed to have occurred when Officers Lee and Rodriguez's 
monitoring periods of Johnson where (sic) combined together. 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order at 4-5 . 
.The problem with the Hearing Officer's findings of fact is that they are not 
supported by substantial and competent evidence. While it is true that Rodriguez's 
affidavit states the evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho Code 
and ISP Forensic Services SOPs, the supporting documentation does pot 
corroborate that affidavit. 
In Rodriguez's narrative, he states the following: 
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I responded to the jail where I noted the time of observation when I 
took over from Sergeant Lee to be 2241 ... I got the intoxilyzer ready 
for the breath sample and received the first sample at 2252 hI's. .167 
and the second sample at 2252 hrs of .168. 
Record at 9. It is clear that Rodriguez did not observe Johnson for the required 
fifteen minutes. As noted by the Hearing Officer: "ISP Forensic Services SOP 
Section 3.1 requires a fifteen-minute monitoring period prior to an evidentiary 
breath test." Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order at 4 (Clerk's 
Record at 28). Consequently, .there must be additional evidence in order for the 
fifteen minute observation period to be established. However, in order to find the 
necessary evidence, the Hearing Officer concluded that: "a full fifteen-minute 
monitoring period can be assumed to have occurred when Officers Lee and 
Rodriguez's monitoring periods of Johnson where (sic) combined together." 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order at 5 (Clerk's Record at 29). 
There are at least two problems with the Hearing Officer's conclusion. First, 
it is inappropriate to "assume" something occurred. Findings of fact must be 
supported by either direct or circumstantial evidence, and may not be based on 
assumptions. If a Hearing Officer may assume something occurred, it would 
dispense with the need for a hearing or the presentation of evidence. 
In addition, Johnson noted that Rodriguez and Lee were conversing with one 
another and not observing him at a critical time. The person to be tested must be 
observed "closely." State v. Remsburg, 126 Idaho 338, 339,882 P.2d 993, 994 (Ct. 
App. 1994). The testimony that Rodriguez and Lee were not observing Johnson at a 
critical time is unrebutted. Consequently, the Hearing Officer's assumption flies in 
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the face of unrebutted testimony. In order for the Hearing Officer to conclude that 
Lee and Rodriguez observed Johnson for the requisite fifteen minutes, there must 
be evidence to that effect. Here, there is none. While it is true that the fifteen-
minute monitoring period need not be observed by one single person, there must be 
substantial and competent evidence to establish that fact in order to meet the 
evidentiary requil'ements of the Department's SOPs. 
In this case, the critical finding that the fifteen-minute monitoring period was 
observed is not supported by substantial and competent evidence. Therefore, it is 
necessary to remand this case to the Department. Using the same analysis, 
Johnson's CDL disqualification is not supported by competent and substantial 
evidence. Therefore, the CDL disqualification must also fall and be remanded to 
the Department. 
DATED this ~~ay of September 2010. 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERV1CE 
I do hereby certify that full, true, complete and correct copies of the foregoing 
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.IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
MARK EUGENE JOHNSON, 
Petitioner, 
vs .. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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CASE NO. CV-09-01066 
ORDER REMANDING 
For the reasons stated inthe Amended Memorandum Opinion entered on 
September 10, 2010, this Court concludes that the Hearing Officer's decision 
sustaining Mark Johnson's administrative license suspension is not supported by 
substantial and competent evidence as required by Idaho Code § 67-5279(3)(d) and 
is therefore VACATED. For the same reason, the Hearing Officer's determination 
that Mr. Johnson should be disqualified from maintaining a commercial drivers 
license is also VACATED. This matter is REMANDED to the 
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Idaho Transportation Department for further proceedings. 
DATED this ·/0 fd;y of September 2010. 
fir' I) ~. -
Jo n R. Stegner . 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I do hereby certify that full, true, complete and correct copies of the foregoing 
Order Remanding were delivered in the following fashion to: 
. Driver's Services 
Idaho Transportation Department 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707-1129 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
James E. Siebe 
SIEBE LAW OFFICES 
202 E. Second Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
/~~.s.Mail 
__ Facsimile (208) 334-8739 
(208) 334-2002 
I 
~_U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
__ Facsimile (208) 798-8387 
.---"tis. Mail 
___ Hand Delivered 
___ Overnight Mail 
__ Facsimile (208) 882-8769 
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CASE NO. CV-09-01066 
AMENDED MEMORANDUM 
OPINION, THE COURT'S 
PRIOR OPINION DATED 
SEPTEMBER 1, 2010 
IS WITHDRAWN 
This matter came on for appellate argument on July 14, 2010. Mark 
Johnson seeksjudicial review of his administrative license suspension (ALS) and 
his disqualification from maintaining a c~mmercial drivers license (CDL). James E. 
Siebe represented the petitioner, Mark Johnson ("Johnson"). Ed Litteneker 
represented the respondent, State of Idaho Transportation Department ("the 
Department"). 
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BACKGROUND 
On October 10,2009, Johnson was arrested and charged with driving under 
the influence of alcohol, in violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004. Because Johnson 
failed a breath alcohol test, the Department suspended his drivers license. Johnson 
made a timely request for a hearing to challeng his suspension. That hearing was 
held on November 2,2009. The Hearing Officer sustained Johnson's ALS. Johnson 
also had a CDL at the time he was stopped. Because Johnson failed the breath test 
he was also disqualified from maintaining a CDL. Johnson also received a hearing 
on his CDL disqualification, which was likewise affirmed. Johnson seeks judicial 
review of both determinations. 
. STANDARD OF REVIEW 
According to Idaho Code § 18-8002A "[aJ party aggrieved by the decision of 
the hearing officer may seek judicial review" as "provided in chapter 52, title 67, 
Idaho Code." This review is confined to the record below. Idaho Code § 67-5277. In 
addition, when reviewing an agency decision, a court "shall not substitute its 
judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on questions of 
fact." Idaho Code § 67-5279(1). Rather, a reviewing court must "defer to the trial 
court's findings of fact unless they are clearly erroneous." Idaho Transportation 
Department v. Wilson, 136. Idaho 270, 273, 32 P.3d 164, 167 (Ct. App. 2001). 
Further, a court must affirm the action under review unless the agency's findings, 
inferences, conclusions, or decisions (a) violate statutory or constitutional 
provisions; (b) exceed the agency's statutory authority; (c) are made upon unlawful 
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procedure; (d) are not supported by substantial evidence in the record as a whole; or 
(e) are arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. Idaho Code § 67-5279(3). 
ANALYSIS 
Johnson challenges his ALS and CDL disqualifications contending that the 
Hearing Officer's decision was not supported by substantial and competent evidence 
'as required by Idaho Code § 67-5279(3)(d). Johnson argues that he was not 
properly observed for fifteen minutes prior to the administration of his breath test, 
as required by the Department's rules. Because this Court agrees with Johnson's 
argument, this matter will be remanded. 
Johnson was originally stopped by Officer Rodriguez, of the Nez Perce County 
Sheriffs Office. Rodriguez performed a field sobriety test and arrested Johnson. 
Because Johnson was traveling with a dog and Rodriguez agreed to take Johnson's 
dog home for him, Sergeant Lee, also of the Nez Perce County Sheriffs Office, 
transported Johnson to the jail. Rodriguez's probable cause affidavit indicates that 
Lee began observing Johnson for purposes of administering the breath alcohol test 
at 22:18. Rodriguez took over for Lee at 22:41. Rodriguez obtained breath samples 
from Johnson at 22:52 hours. 
Johnson complains that Rodriguez did not observe him for the requisite 
fifteen minutes in accordance with the Department's standard operating 
procedures. Johnson's affidavit states that later, while at the jail, Rodriguez and 
Lee spoke to one another and did not seem to pay attention to him. In fact, their 
discussion drowned out some of what he was trying to listen to by way of the CD he 
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was shown in order to acquaint him with the consequences of refusing the breath 
test. 
Based on these facts, the Hearing Officer specifically concluded: 
1. Officer Rodriguez's affidavit states the evidentiary test was 
performed in compliance with Idaho Code and ISP Forensic 
Services SOPs. 
2. ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.1 requires a fifteen minute 
monitoring period prior to an evidentiary breath test. 
3. State v. Remsburg (126 Idaho 340) states there is no need for an 
observer to continuously stare face-to-face at the driver during 
the full fifteen minute monitoring period, as long as the observer 
believes the level of surveillance of the driver accomplishes the 
. requirements set forth in ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.l. 
4. When Officer Lee conversed with other people in the room, 
Johnson failed to set forth any evidence Officer Lee was unable 
to monitor Johnson in compliance with ISP Forensic Services 
SOPs. 
6. Additionally, testimony and arguments failed- to show when 
Officers Lee and Rodriguez conversed, Johnson was not properly 
monitored as required by ISP Forensic Services SOP Section 3.1. 
6. The record is devoid of any statement from Officers Lee or 
Rodriguez in articulating any situation where Johnson could not 
have been monitored by these officers in compliance with ISP 
Forensic Services SOP Section 3.1 or what is noted in the 
Intoxilyzer 5000 manual. 
7. During the fifteen minute monitoring period, case law and ISP 
Forensic Services SOPs do not prevent a driver from being 
monitored at different times by separate observers. 
8. Therefore, a full fifteen-minute monitoring period can be 
assumed to have occurred when Officers Lee and Rodriguez's 
monitoring periods of Johnson where (sic) combined together. 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order at 4-6. 
The problem with the Hearing Officer's findings of fact is that they are not 
supported by substantial and competent evidence. While it is true that Rodriguez's 
affidavit states the evidentiary test was performed in compliance with Idaho Code 
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and ISP Forensic Services SOPs, the supporting documentation does not 
corroborate that affidavit. 
In Rodriguez's narrative, he states the following: 
I responded to the jail where I noted the time of observation when I 
took over from Sergeant Lee to be 2241 ... I got the intoxilyzer ready 
for the breath sample and received the first sample at 2252 hrs. .167 
and the second sample at 2252 hrs of .168. 
Record at 9. It is clear that Rodriguez did not observe Johnson for the required 
fifteen minutes. As noted by the Hearing Officer: "ISP Fore1).sic Services SOP 
Section 3.1 requires a fifteen-minute monitoring period prior to an evidentiary 
breath test." Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order at 4 (Clerk's 
Record at 28). Consequently, there must be additional evidence in order for the 
fifteen minute observation period to be established. However, in order to find the 
necessary evidence, the Hearing Officer concluded that: "a full fifteen-minute 
monitoring period can be assumed to have occurred when Officers Lee and 
Rodriguez's monitoring periods of Johnson where (sic) combined together." 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and. Order at 5 (Clerk's Record at 29). 
There are at least two problems with the Hearing Officer's conclusion. First, 
it is inappropriate to "assume" something occurred. Findings of fact must be 
supported by either direct or circumstantial evidence, and may not be based on 
assumptions. If a Hearing Officer may assume something occurred, it would 
dispense with the need for a hearing or the presentation of evidence. 
In addition, Johnson noted that Rodriguez and Lee were conversing with one 
another and not observing him at a critical time. According to Idaho State Police, 
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Standard Operating Procedure Breath Alcohol Testing § 3.1.5, "the operator must 
be alert for any event that might influence the accuracy of the breath test" during 
the fifteen-minute monitoring period. The mandated monitoring period is "not an 
onerous burden" unfairly foisted upon law enforcement officials. State v. DeFranco, 
143 Idaho 335, 338, 144 P.3d 40, 43 (Ct. App. 2006). The operator is not required to 
"stare fixedly" at the subject for fifteen minutes. Bennett v. State, Dep't of Transp., 
147 Idaho 141, 144, 206 P.3d 505, 508 (Ct. App. 2009) (citing State v. Remsburg, 126 
Idaho 338, 340-41, 882 P.2d 993, 995-96 (Ct. App. 1994». Rather, the m~nitoring 
must "be such as could reasonably be expected to accomplish the purpose of the 
requirement." State v. Carson, 133 Idaho 451, 453, 988 P.2d 225,227 (Ct. App. 
1999). This requirement is ordinarily met if the operator "stays in close physical 
proximity to the test subject so that the officer's senses of sight, smell and hearing 
can be employed." DeFranco, 143 Idaho at 338, 144 P.3d at 43. 
The testimony that Rodriguez and Lee were not observing Johnson at a 
critical time is unrebutted. Consequently, the Hearing Officer's assumption flies in 
the face of un rebutted testimony. In order for the Hearing Officer to conclude that 
Lee and Rodriguez observed Johnson for the requisite fifteen minutes, there must 
be evidence to that effect. Here, there is none. While it is true that the fifteen-
minute monitoring period need not be observed by one single person, there must be 
substantial and competent evidence to establish that fact in order to meet the 
evidentiary requirements of the Department's SOPs. 
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In this case, the critical finding that the fifteen-minute monitoring period was 
observed is not supported by substantial and competent evidence. Therefore, it is 
necessary to remand this case to the Department. Using the same analysis, 
Johnson's CDL disqualification is not supported by competent and substantial 
evidence. Therefore, the CDL disqualification must also fall and be remanded to 
the Department: 
~ 
DATED this (0 day of September 2010. 
~0~--~ 
John R. Stegner 
District Judge 
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PO Box 321 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
ISB No. 2297 
Attorneys for Appellant. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
MARK EUGENE JOHNSON, ) Case No. CV-2009-1066 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) NOTICE OF FILING APPEAL 
vs. ) 
) FEE CATEGORY: I. 4 
STATE OF IDAHO ) FEE: EXEMPT - I.C. § 67-2301 
TRANSPORTATION ) 
DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED PETITIONER, MARK EUGENE JOHNSON, AND 
YOUR ATTORNEY, JAMES E. SIEBE, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE 
ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Respondent, STATE OF IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT (hereinafter referred to as "Department"), appeals to the Idaho Supreme 
Court from the Amended Order of the 10th day of September 2010, entered by Honorable 
Judge John R. Stegner vacating the Department's suspension of Mr. Johnson's driving 
privileges and the Order remanding the suspension to the Department. 
NOTICE OF FILING APPEAL 1 
2. This appeal is taken on issues of law and fact. It is generally submitted that 
the issues on appeal will include the District Court's failure to affirm the decision of the 
Department's Hearing Officer, particularly in regards to the circumstances of the 15 
minute observation prior to the administration of a breath alcohol test. A more specific 
detailing of the issues on appeal will be supplied upon the briefing of this matter. 
3. That the Department has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court as the 
state agency which originally administratively suspended the driving privileges of Mr. 
Johnson and appeared through its Special Deputy Attorney General in the Petition for 
Judicial Review proceedings before the Honorable Judge Stegner. 
4. The order described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order under and 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 11(f). 
5. (a) The Appellant requests the preparation of the· standard reporter's 
transcript as defined in Idaho Appellate Rule 25(a). 
6. The Appellant requests the clerk's record be prepared as provided for under 
Idaho Appellate Rule 28(a)(l). 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of the Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) That the State of Idaho is exempt from paying the estimated fee for 
preparation of the clerk's record per Idaho Code Section 67-2301. 
(d) That the State of Idaho is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
per Idaho Code Section 67~2301. 
NOTICE OF FILING APPEAL 2 
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( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
DATED this 13 day of September, 2010. 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Attorney for the Appellant 
NOTICE OF FILING APPEAL 3 
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I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
And correct copy of the foregoing 
Document was: 
~ Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
__ Sent by facsimile 
__ Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
Hand delivered 
To: James E. Siebe 
Siebe Law Offices 
P.O. Box 9045 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
:::::> 
On this ~ day of September, 2010. 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
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II 
IN THE MATTER OF THE DRIVER'S 
LICENSE SUSPENSION OF MARK 
EUGENE JOHNSON. 
) 
) 
) 
-------------------------------------------------------- ) 
MARK EUGENE JOHNSON, 
Petitioner-Respondent, 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO, TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent-Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
II 
ORDER RE: AMENDED NOTICE OF 
APPEAL 
Supreme Court Docket No. 38090-2010 
Latah County Docket No. 2009-1066 
The Notice of Appeal in the above captioned matter filed in this Court September 
27,2010, requested that a Reporter's Transcript be prepared. However, the Notice of Appeal failed 
to comply with Idaho Appellate Rule 17 in that it did not specifically list the date(s) and title(s) of 
the hearing(s) required to be transcribed for purposes ofthis Appeal: therefore, good cause 
appeanng, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant shall file an AMENDED NOTICE OF 
APPEAL which complies with Idaho Appellate Rule 17, and shall spe<;ify the date(s) and title(s) 
title of the hearing(s) required to be transcribed for purposes ofthis Appeal. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDER that Appellant shall serve the Reporter(s) with a copy of 
the Amended Notice of Appeal and shall indicate in the Amended Notice of Appeal which 
reporter( s) was served. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED the Amended Notice of Appeal shall be filed with the 
District, Court within fourteen (14) days from the date of this Order. In the event an Amended 
Notice of Appeal is not filed, this appeal may proceed on the Clerk's Record ONLY. 
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that this appeal is SUSPENDED until further not~ce. 
ORDERRE: AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL-Docket No. 38090-2010 0296 
DATED this,ttfA day of September 2010. 
cc: Counsel of Record 
District Court Clerk 
District Court Reporter 
For the Supreme Court 
0297 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
Edwin 1. Litteneker 
-.2010 OCT -6 
CiERi< OF 
LATAH 
10: 46 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
PO Box 321 
By, ______ , __ Q~lL ____ DEPUTY 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
ISB No. 2297 
Attorneys for Appellant. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
MARK EUGENE JOHNSON, ) Case No. CV-2009-1066 
) 
Petitioner, ) -AMENDED 
) NOTICE OF FILING APPEAL 
vs. ) 
) FEE CATEGORY: I. 4 
STATE OF IDAHO ) FEE: EXEMPT - I.C. § 67-2301 
TRANSPORTATION ) 
DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED PETITIONER, MARK EUGENE JOHNSON, AND 
YOUR ATTORNEY, JAMES E. SIEBE, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE 
ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Respondent, STATE OF IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT (hereinafter referred to as "Department"), appeals to the Idaho Supreme 
Court from the Amended Order of the 10th day of September 2010, entered by Honorable 
Judge John R. Stegner vacating the Department's suspension of Mr. Johnson's driving 
privileges and the Order remanding the suspension to the Department. 
AMENDED 
NOTICE OF FILING APPEAL 1 
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2. This appeal is taken on issues of law and fact. It is generally submitted that 
the issues on appeal will include the District Court's failure to affirm the decision of the 
Department's Hearing Officer, particularly in regards to the circumstances of the 15 
minute observation prior to the administration of a breath alcohol test. A more specific 
detailing of the issues on appeal will be supplied upon the briefing of this matter. 
3. That the Department has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court as the 
state agency which originally administratively suspended the driving privileges of Mr. 
Johnson and appeared through its Special Deputy Attorney General in the Petition for 
Judicial Review proceedings before the Honorable Judge Stegner. 
4. The order described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order under and 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 11(f). 
5. (a) The Appellant requests the preparation of the standard reporter's 
transcript from the Oral Argument on Petition for Judicial Review held on July 14,2010 
as defined in Idaho Appellate Rule 25(a). 
6. The Appellant requests the clerk's record be prepared as provided for under 
Idaho Appellate Rule 28(a)(1). 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of the Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b) That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) That the State of Idaho is exempt from paying the estimated fee for 
preparation of the clerk's record per Idaho Code Section 67-2301. 
AMENDED 
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(d) That the State of Idaho is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
per Idaho Code Section 67-2301. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
;::;::-
DATED this ~ day of October, 2010. 
fl/t-M;/ 
AMENDED 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Attorney for the Appellant 
NOTICE OF lfILING APPEAL 3 
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I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
And correct copy of the foregoing 
Document was: 
~ Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
__ Sent by facsimile 
__ Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
Hand delivered 
To: James E. Siebe 
Siebe Law Offices 
P.O. Box 9045 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Sheryl L. Engler 
Certified Shorthand Reporter 
P.O. Box 8606 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
~ 
On this 2 day of October, 2010. 
Edwin L. Litteneker I 
AMENDED 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
IN THE MATTER OF THE DRIVER'S ) 
LICENSE SUSPENSION OF MARK ) 
EUGENE JOHNSON ) 
) 
) 
MARK EUGENE JOHNSON ) Supreme Court Case No. 38090 
) 
Petitioner-Respondent, ) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, TRANSPORTATION ) 
DEPARTMENT ) 
) 
Respondent-Appellant. ) 
) 
I, Ranae Converse, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Latah, do hereby certify that the 
above and foregoing transcript in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound 
under my direction as, and is a true, full, complete and correct transcript of the pleadings 
and documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I do further certify that the clerk's record and reporter's transcript will be duly 
lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate 
Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
said Court at Moscow, Idaho this 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - 1 
of November 2010. 
Susan R. Petersen, Clerk of the 
District Court, Latah County, ID 
0302 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
IN THE MATTER OF THE DRIVER'S ) 
LICENSE SUSPENSION OF MARK ) 
EUGENE JOHNSON ) 
) 
) Supreme Court Case No. 38090 
MARK EUGENE JOHNSON ) 
) CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Petitioner-Respondent, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, TRANSPORTATION ) 
DEPARTMENT ) 
) 
Respondent-Appellant. ) 
) 
I, Ranae Converse, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Latah, do hereby certify that I hav~ mailed, by United 
States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
JAMES E. SIEBE 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
202 EAST 2ND STREET 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
EDWIN L. LITTENEKER 
SPECIAL DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
322 MAIN STREET 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
IN WITNESS i~EREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at 
Moscow, Idaho this iL... ttaay of November 2010. , 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Susan R. Petersen, Clerk of the 
District Court, Latah County, ID 
Deputy Clerk 
0303 
